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In 1970 we recognized that children are unique and 
learn in different ways. We also realized that education 
apart from Biblical values is not true education. Since 
then, Accelerated Christian Education has endeavored 
to provide quality, individualized, Biblical character-
building educational materials to families around the 
world. We appreciate the opportunity to help in the 
education of your children. You will find the proven, 
highly successful Accelerated Christian Education 
program to major on these distinctives:

•  Foundation of Scripture, with Biblical principles, 
wisdom, and Godly character-building content

•  Recognition of the God-given uniqueness of the 
individual

•  Placement of child at exact academic ability by 
diagnosis and prescription using the individualized 
approach to learning

•  Incorporation of personal goal setting, 
accountability, motivation, and academic excellence

•  Excellence of learning through self-instructional and 
mastery-based academics

•  Development of critical thinking skills
•  Utilization of multimedia and computer technology
•  Encouragement of parental involvement

We appreciate your commitment to the Biblical 
education of your children and look forward to serving 
you and your family.

Esther Howard, D.Litt.
President

Welcome 
  to Accelerated Christian Education’s
 Character-Building Individualized
 Curriculum and Programs...
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At A.C.E., our purpose in providing educational materials goes beyond 
simply helping students learn the academics required to enter college or 
to get a good job.

We desire to build a lifelong, burning desire to learn and grow. It is one 
thing to want children to be successful and quite another to provide the 
academic and character training to assure them success.

That’s why we have invested over 50 million dollars developing educational 
tools that equip children to think critically, act responsibly, and live wisely. 
Each unit is structured to include all three levels of the learning process: 
knowledge, understanding, and life application.

The A.C.E. individualized curriculum has been carefully compiled to 
introduce children to concrete and abstract reasoning skills at appropriate 
age levels. Experienced educators and editors have meticulously chosen 
vocabulary that spirals from simple to complex, from concrete to abstract. 
New concepts are presented several times to assure mastery.

Diagnostic placement testing ensures that students begin at the exact 
point of their academic needs. Diagnostic testing determines if there are 
any “learning gaps.” Students can simply fill in the “learning gaps” without 
the stigma of “failing” a grade or falling behind.

Character traits, like kindness, loyalty, and honesty, are presented within 
the curriculum, whether it is math, English, history, or whatever course the 
student takes. Students observe character development in the character 
strips and then apply the character lesson to their own lives.

This unique combination of academics and methodology, based on 
physiological development patterns and Biblical principles, sets the 
A.C.E. curriculum apart from all other curricula. It provides mastery 
learning, critical analysis, conceptualization, cognitive reasoning, and life 
from God’s perspective. These distinctives make Accelerated Christian 
Education one of the most advanced educational packages available.

A.C.E. provides flexible options for homeschool families. Your family may 
decide to join our homeschool academy, where parents retain the freedom 
of homeschool while receiving the full service of a school administration 
office. Autonomous home educators may wish to make their own selection 
from the extensive array of Accelerated Christian Education materials 
and manage their own homeschool administration. Whatever you desire 
for your family, Accelerated Christian Education has the homeschooling 
answer for you!
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   From Start to Finish . . . Let Us Help.

Lighthouse Christian Academy
What is LCA?
LCA is an accredited distance-learning academy serving thousands of students 
each year.

Established in 1978, LCA has seen thousands of graduates. While each graduate has 
different academic goals and ambitions, all are given the opportunity for a lasting and 
meaningful relationship with Christ.

LCA offers individualized, quality customer assistance. The professional and helpful 
staff at LCA strives to make homeschooling a blessing to your family.

Testimonials
“My LCA advisor has benefited our family so much. Your curriculum and program 
design has allowed me to be a parent again. Thank God for LCA!” - Mom/Ohio

“We are so happy with LCA. My thirteen-year-old is moving forward and 
catching up quickly. She loves the PACEs and wants to use the A.C.E. 
program for high school.”  - Mom/Georgia
 
“We are so blessed to be able to use a Bible-based, Christ-centered 
curriculum. I thank God for LCA and for all those families who are 
brave enough to be standard-bearers in this generation.”        
- Parent/England

Distance Learning

Our goal is to assist parents with  
homeschooling needs so that parents  

can enjoy more time being Mom and Dad.  
Start today by visiting lcaed.com or by  

calling 1-866-746-6534 or 615-612-5200.



Let Lighthouse  
Help You Homeschool
Lighthouse Christian Academy provides:

Simple Record Keeping
Parents administer a written test and record the grade. LCA records the grades 
into the student’s permanent record and mails a Report Card to the parent.

Christian Academic Advisor
Upon enrollment in Lighthouse Christian Academy, your child is immediately 
assigned an experienced academic advisor.

Dual Enrollment Advantages
Students may start earning their certificates or degrees in Christian education 
while enrolled in LCA. Accelerated College of the Bible International offers 
LCA students the opportunity to dual enroll and earn ACBI college credits in 
high school.

College Preparation
Enrolled students who meet the graduation requirements of LCA are 

awarded an accredited high school diploma.

Life Skill Training
Students learn how to break down each assignment, set reasonable 
goals, and accomplish each task on a timely basis.

Student Responsibility
The A.C.E. curriculum is self-instructional, individualized, and 
mastery based. Students learn Godly character traits while being 
personally responsible for their education.

4

   From Start to Finish . . . Let Us Help.

ACCELERATED CHRISTIAN EDUCATION MINISTRIES

®



aceministries.com

Here at A.C.E. we are committed to the parent as well as the student. 
We believe that a successful homeschool begins with the parent! That’s 
why we have compiled training materials that will enable parents to 
implement the Accelerated Christian Education program successfully.
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Simplify
     your homeschooling...

•  Learn valuable tips and record-keeping skills through the  
Home Educator’s Manual.

•  Test your ability to implement the program by completing the 
Activity Pac.

•  Know the exact material your child will be studying from 
kindergarten to Level 12 through the Scope and Sequence.

•  Score automatically with pinpoint accuracy using the free 
Diagnostic Testing online. See page 8 for more information.

•  Keep accurate records with the Homeschool Record-Keeping Set. 
This set provides you with all the forms you need.

*
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 This report of the student’s work, social, and personal progress 

reflects a joint evaluation by supervisor and student after a 

working period of nine weeks.

 Each child matures according to his own rate and ability. 

The staff has endeavored to design a report that will accurately 

reflect your child’s own rate of progress and relate it as 

reasonably as possible to his peers.

 If you have any questions, please call the office.

DESIRABLE HABITS AND TRAITS

WORK HABITS

SOCIAL TRAITS

PERSONAL TRAITS

Student  

School  
 Year 

Supervisor  

STUDENT 
PROGRESS REPORT

E-Excellent G-Good S-Satisfactory N-Needs Improvement

10-18

316

Quarters

1 2 3 4

Follows directions

Works well independently

Does not disturb others

Takes care of materials

Completes work required

Achieves computer assignments

Quarters

1 2 3 4

Is courteous

Gets along well with others

Exhibits self-control

Shows respect for authority

Responds well to correction

Promotes school spirit

Quarters

1 2 3 4

Ability to establish own goals

Successfully reaches goals

Displays flexibility

Shows creativity

General overall progress

Attitude toward computer learning

6

831131

6-14

✒ Student Progress Report (Report Card)✒ Academic Record
✒ Master Record Sheet
✒ Package of Goal Cards (20/pkg.)✒ Student Progress Chart✒ Assorted Stars
✒ Bible Stickers

“Advancing Education Through Innovation”

Record your child’s Academic Progress 
with  

Accelerated Christian 
Education’s

Record-Keeping Set

Item #700212

Texas Office:  P.O. Box 299000 • Lewisville, Texas 75029-9000 • 1-800-925-7777

Tennessee Corporate Office:  P.O. Box 2707 • Hendersonville, TN 37077-2707 • 1-615-612-5200

Home Educator’s
Basic Quick Start Set

$9.95
Complete set

with the
      easy-to-use

item #700220
(if ordered separately—$22.85)

IndIvIdual Components InClude:
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION   PRICE

700211 Home Educator’s Training Manual   9.95

537 Home Educator’s Training Activity Pac   5.25

700440 A.C.E. Curriculum Scope and Sequence   2.15

700212 Homeschool Record-Keeping Set*   5.50

* For a listing of individual components, see page 56.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION   PRICE

219500 Spanish Home Educator’s Training Manual   9.95

219537 Spanish Home Educator’s Training Activity Pac   5.25

700440 A.C.E. Curriculum Scope and Sequence   2.15

219370 Spanish Homeschool Record-Keeping Set*   5.50

item #219540
(if ordered separately—$22.85)

* For a listing of individual components, see page 56.

also available in spanish:
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 Incorporates goal setting, 
Scripture, Godly character 
building, and Biblical 
principles.

 Places child at exact 
academic ability  
through diagnostic testing.

 Utilizes multimedia  
and computer technology.

 Offers a superb education  
that is affordable.

 Encourages parental  
involvement.

 Stresses uniqueness  
of individual.

 Instills critical  
thinking skills.

 Produces academic  
excellence.

 Views life from 
God’s perspective.

A.C.E. provides the most self-instructional, mastery-based curriculum 
available. With a scope of kindergarten through Level 12, this 
individualized program utilizes more than 800 PACE Worktexts and Score  
Keys for core curriculum. Additional courses are available for enhancement.

Building Lives 
for the Future

Distinctives of the Accelerated 
Christian Education Program

INDIVIDUALIZED 
MASTERY LEARNING



      Free Online
DiagnOstic
   testing
                   acediagnostictest.com

• Math
• English
• Word
 Building
• Reading

Plus a Free evaluatiOn 
OF test results!
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Diagnostic testing on Paper
(For students who know how to read)
• Math
• English
• Word Building (Spelling)
• Reading (Social Studies, Science,  
 Bible Reading, and Literature   
 and Creative Writing)
Using the paper version, the test proctor 
scores the tests, evaluates the results, and 
correlates skills with the scope and sequence 
for accurate placement in the curriculum. 
Proper academic diagnosis and prescription 
is vital to a student’s success and cannot be 
emphasized too much. If weak areas are evident 
from the testing session, appropriate “gap” PACEs 
must be prescribed to strengthen specific skills.

The A.C.E. diagnostic program tests students, SCORES IMMEDIATELY, and 
correlates skills with the scope and sequence for accurate placement in the 
curriculum. The labor saved by immediate scoring and the peace of mind that 
results from accurate placement are priceless, but . . . there’s MORE!

This placement tool contains programming for the complete battery of tests—
math, English, reading, and Word Building (spelling).

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

91 ABCs Pretest (For students who do not know how 
to read) [No Key Required]

4.40

999001 Diagnostic Test Set (For students who know how 
to read) [Keys Included]

11.00

468 Math Diagnostic Test (PACEs 1001-1072) 4.40

465 Math Diagnostic Instructions and Test Key 
(1001-1072)

4.40

660 Math Diagnostic Test (PACEs 1073-1108) 4.40

661 Math Diagnostic Instructions and Test Key
(1073-1108)

4.40

437 English Diagnostic Test 4.40

438 English Diagnostic Instructions and Test 
Key (Includes Word Building Test)

4.40

462 Reading Diagnostic Test [Key Included] 4.40
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What is a
     Pace?

Accelerated Christian Education has taken the 
conventional textbook style and divided it into 
bite-sized, achievable worktexts called PACEs. 
Each PACE is more or less equivalent to a 
chapter in a textbook. Each level consists of 12 
PACEs in each subject.

PACEs integrate character-building lessons 
into the academic content. Carefully designed 
to develop thinking skills and create mastery 
learning, PACEs have many unique features.

Students begin their PACE work by reciting 
their goals—the concepts they will learn, a 
Bible verse, and a corresponding character 
trait. From the very beginning they know 
what is expected and they assume the 
responsibility for their own learning!

Introduction to new vocabulary words,  
throughout the curriculum, is computer  
controlled so that no word is used without  
the student first learning its meaning.

Full-color explanations and illustrations add 
excitement to each lesson. Innovative learning 
activities reinforce the interesting text material.

The Checkup is a minitest covering a section of 
the PACE. If mastery in an area is not achieved, 
the Checkup will reveal weak areas. In unusually 
challenging concepts, student and instructor 
can take the time necessary to review and learn 
those concepts.

FUN FACT

Giraffes can grow to be 19 feet (5.8 m) tall, which helps them better see prowling predators. 

Visualized vocabulary to 
increase reading level 
and comprehension

Checkups to reveal 
weak areas

Goals clearly 
defined

9



What is a
     Pace?

Upon completion of the 
activities and Checkups, 
students prepare to 
take the Self Test—a 
practice test. Here students  
evaluate themselves to 
determine readiness for the 
final Test. When the Self Test 
is successfully completed, the 
student turns in the PACE and 
takes the final Test the next morning. The 
final Test objectively measures student mastery 
of the material.

Since 1970, in homes and classrooms around 
the world, PACEs have proven to be effective 
tools in achieving academic excellence.
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Bill, I have to go to Terra City  to order some building  supplies? Would you like  to go? 

Sure, Dad!

Oh! I 
cannot go.

Why not, 
Bill?

I have not finished my  homework. I do not understand it.

Perhaps I can help you understand it. Then, when you are finished, we will go.

Daddy, could 
you . . . Oh!

I’m sorry.  
You are busy!

What did 
you want, 
Becky?

My bike is 
broken, and . . .

I will look at it after Bill and I are finished.   
All right?

Thank  
you, Daddy.

Later . . .

Look at the airplane!

What makes the long smoky trail behind an airplane?

It is exhaust, Becky.

Airplane engines release vapor and unburned fuel that freeze in the cold air. This trail of exhaust contributes to air pollution.

There, Becky, your 
bike is fixed.

Thank you, Daddy.

Bill, are you ready 
to go now?

Yes, Dad.

I heard you talking with Becky. What other things cause air pollution? 

Motor vehicles cause much air pollution.

Factories also cause air pollution, which can become a serious problem in cities.

Dad, you are so good to help us with our problems and to explain things.

Why 
do you 
do it?

I love my children very much, Bill.

I want to help you learn because I am concerned about you and your needs.

Concerned

Images in PACE by A.C.E.®,  GettyImages/Thinkstock, PhotoSpin®

Daddy!

23

 

This is an exercise in expository writing. Help the

Supervisor initial ________ student number his sentences in order of importance.
Go  to  the  next  page.

Step  1.  Make  a  word  cluster  about  the  missionary  of  your  choice.  (You  may  

want  to  look  back  in  this  PACE  or  in  Children’s  Missionary  Library.)

Step  2. On  separate  paper,  write  five  sentences  about  the  missionary.  Use  

ideas  from  the  word  cluster.

Step  3. Ask  your  supervisor  to  read  your  sentences  and  help  you  number  

them  in  order  of  importance  from  most  im
portant  to  least  im

portant.

Let’s  do  a  “sketch”  of  one  

of  the  missionaries  we  have  

studied  in  this  PACE.

A  “sketch”  is  a
  short  writing. 

Just  follow  the  steps  and  enjoy  

the  adventure  of  sketch  writing.

34046.indd   23

7/17/2008   3:12:38 PM

2

6 in

(15 cm)

A Project to Do at Home

Make a model of the solar system.

Supervisor initial ________Jupiter Saturn

Neptune

Mercury

Mars

Earth

Venus

SUN

Parent signature ____________________________________

Images in PACE by A.C.E.®, GettyImages/Thinkstock,  

©2011 Jupiterimages Corporation, PhotoSpin®, Corel®

Uranus

What to do:

 1. Make a strip of paper at least 3 inches (7.6 cm) wide and 10 feet (3 meters) long. 

(Newspaper will work, but white paper will be nicer.)

 2. Across one end, draw a line 6 inches (15 cm) from the edge.  

Color this space yellow to represent the sun.

 3. Starting at the line you just drew, make a pencil mark at each of these measurements:  

1¼ inches (3.2 cm), 2½ inches (6.4 cm), 3¹⁄16 inches (7.8 cm), 57⁄16 inches (13.8 cm),  

1 foot 7¼ inches (48.9 cm), 2 feet 11 inches (88.9 cm), 5 feet 10¼ inches (1.78 m),  

9 feet 2¼ inches (2.8 m).

 4. Trace the circles below, color them, and cut them out. Starting at the 1¼ inch (3.2 cm) 

mark, glue or tape them to the paper strip in this order: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, 

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune.

Save this model. You will be able to use it when you work Science 1055.

Materials needed:

 1. paper on a large roll or newspaper

 2. scissors, tape, and ruler or yardstick

 3. colored markers 

or crayons

Creative writing and character 
development applications 
integrated with academic lessons

Students continue 
building fine motor 
skills, particularly 
in lower levels 

Self Test 
to help the 
student 
determine his 
readiness for 
the final Test

Test to measure student 
mastery of material studied

Hands-on social 
studies and 
science projects 
allowing students 
to apply what they 
have learned

210

Lessons 
presented 
with exciting 
illustrations 
and written 
to ensure 
comprehension



Character trait is named and 
illustrated in story form.

For emphasis, the character 
trait is practically applied.

The student is given 
opportunity to state how 
he has demonstrated 
character.

Creativity in visualizing 
character is encouraged.

Ideal Biblical character traits form the 
basis for Godly character development

11

 Emphasis is on one trait in each PACE.

 Ninety traits are presented multiple times throughout the 
curriculum.

 Repetition from level to level reinforces each trait.

 Illustrations, activities, and testing help the student gain an 
understanding of each trait.

 Fourteen main cartoon characters portray Biblical character 
traits throughout the PACEs.

Biblical Character Traits 
Affectionate 
Appreciative 
Attentive
Available
Blessed
Cheerful
Committed
Compassionate
Concerned
Confident
Considerate
Consistent
Content
Cooperative
Courageous
Courteous
Creative
Decisive
Deferent
Dependable
Determined
Diligent
Discerning
Discreet
Efficient
Equitable
Fair
Faithful
Fearless
Flexible
Forgiving
Friendly
Generous
Gentle
Godly
Goodly
Gracious
Grateful
Happy
Holy
Honest

To develop 
character is a 
PACE goal.

Poetry from 
character songs 
reinforces the 
character trait 
that appears on 
the goal page.

A specific Scripture 
that demonstrates 
the character trait is 
presented on the goal 
page.

MiguelAce ChristiBooker Hapford J. MichaelAjani

Ace  and  friends  demonstrate     the  Biblical  way  to  live.



Godly character development 
is the common thread woven 
throughout the entire fabric of 
the A.C.E. curriculum.
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Bible characters are presented as positive 
illustrations of character.

The story line of many 
activities relates to character.

Students learn that character 
is Biblically based.

Entertaining and exciting 
stories with pictures exhibit 
positive character and set an 
example for Godly living.

Typical situations presented in 
cartoon format illustrate character.

The trait reflected from Scripture 
appears as an activity throughout 
the PACE.

Humble
Integrity

Joyful
Just

Kind
Knowledgeable

Longsuffering
Loving

Loyal
Meek

Merciful 
Modest 

Obedient
Observant
Optimistic

Orderly
Patient

Peaceful
Perseverant
Persuasive

Prayerful
Prepared
Prudent

Punctual
Pure

Purposeful
Ready

Rejoiceful
Resourceful

Respectful
Responsible

Reverent
Righteous

Secure
Self-Controlled

Sincere
Steadfast

Submissive
Tactful

Temperate
Thorough

Thrifty
Tolerant

Trustworthy
Truthful

Understanding
Virtuous

Wise
Zealous

Tian LePudgeMiriam Racer SandyReginaldNita

Ace  and  friends  demonstrate     the  Biblical  way  to  live.



Kindergarten
      with Ace and Christi

Believing that reading is the doorway to education, the Accelerated Christian 
Education program offers several avenues by which children and adults can learn to 
read or increase their reading ability. 

In the 1930s and 1940s, most children learned to read by studying phonics. Then 
schools began using the “look-say” or “whole language” method. It was thought 
this would help students learn faster, but such was not the case. Conclusive studies 
demonstrate that children and adults who learn phonics learn to read better and 
faster than those who do not receive phonics training. A.C.E. incorporates the 
phonics method in all its reading courses. Children who pass the ABCs with Ace 
and Christi Pretest should enter the ABCs with Ace and Christi program, while 
students who do not pass should enter the Kindergarten with Ace and Christi 
program. 

Kindergarten with Ace and Christi (36-week program)

This kindergarten program features a complete scope and sequence of concepts and 
skills needed to prepare children to read. Sixty PACEs (2,000 pages) filled with 
animal pictures, activities, and full-color picture stories encourage a child to want to 
read. He will also learn social skills, the wonders of God’s world, and the reality of 
God’s love. Another feature for you, the parent or instructor, is the easy-to-use format 
for guiding children from pretesting through a kindergarten graduation program.

Presents sets 
and association 
concepts

Visualizes 
instructions for 
early awareness

Improves eye-hand coordination 
and visual perception

Develops sequencing skills, 
stresses letter sounds, and 
promotes auditory processing

13

The ABCs with Ace 
and Christi Pretest is 
given to all children 
who have never been 
to school or who 
do not know how to 
read. The result of 
the test determines 
the child's individual 
placement in the 
program.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

10600 Kindergarten with Ace and Christi Complete Set*—36-week program (May also be purchased 
quarterly—see below)

345.20

10604 Kindergarten with Ace and Christi Student Set (one needed for each additional student) 
Includes: Bible Stickers, Stars, Growth Chart, Progress Report, Coordination Development Tests, and Master 
Record Sheet

  11.00

10608 Kindergarten with Ace and Christi PACE Kit (one set needed for each additional student) 
Includes: Kindergarten Math RR01-12, Kindergarten English RR01-12, Kindergarten Social Studies RR01-12, 
Kindergarten Science RR01-12, Kindergarten Word Building RR01-12

100.00

10651 First Quarter Kit 
Daily Instructional Manual I, Display Cards, Number Train Cards, Kindergarten Songs CD, Salvation Songs for 
Children—Select Edition, Student Set, and Kindergarten PACEs RR01-03 in all five subjects

146.20

10652 Second Quarter Kit
Daily Instructional Manual II and PACEs RR04-06 in all five subjects

  75.00

10653 Third Quarter Kit
Daily Instructional Manual III and PACEs RR07-09 in all five subjects

  75.00

10654 Fourth Quarter Kit
Daily Instructional Manual IV and PACEs RR10-12 in all five subjects

  75.00

Individual items may be purchased separately.
Please visit aceministries.com/store.

Large, color-coded goal cards 
train students to set goals and 
complete each day’s work.

A four-volume daily 
instructional manual 
covers 36 weeks 
and utilizes all the 
developmental skills.

Number train cards visualize 
counting and emphasize 
number recognition.

Animal-sound display cards build visual recognition 
and correlate stories to letter sounds.

A song CD reinforces phonetic sounds, enhances
long-term memory, and encourages motor coordination.

1-800-925-7777

Kindergarten
with

Ace and Christi

SET

14

Salvation Songs for 
Children—Select Edition 
includes over 100 
favorite childhood songs.

The Kindergarten with Ace and Christi set includes:
•  Daily Instructional Manuals I, II, III, and IV
•  Display Cards (36)
•  Number Train Cards (11)
•  Kindergarten Songs CD
•  Salvation Songs for Children—Select Edition
•  Student PACE Kit (60)
•   Student Set (Coordination 

Development Tests, Growth Chart, 
Bible Stickers, Stars,  Master Record 
Sheet, and Progress Report)

These items along with the Kindergarten  
PACEs may be purchased separately.

*Nonrefundable if opened



The ABCs with Ace and Christi Pretest is administered to 
students who have never been in school or who do not yet 
know how to read. Children who pass the test are generally 
ready to read. These students can begin the ABCs with 
Ace and Christi program. (One-half of 5 year olds and most 
children below the age of 5 are not physically ready to learn 
the skills involved in reading and will benefit more from the 
Kindergarten with Ace and Christi program.)

This multi-sensory, phonetic reading program is designed to 
prepare a child for the individualized instruction of the PACE 
curriculum. (The program should be attempted only after 
children have been diagnosed by the ABCs Pretest.) Within 
a period of 12 to 15 weeks of tutoring, your child will learn to 
read by becoming acquainted with cartoon animals, songs, and 
stories, which help him learn letter sounds, alphabet sequence, 
and word relationships. Physical and character development 
skills are built through poems, displays, and various physical 
activities. Following this 12- to 15-week tutorial program, 
the child is ready to begin the journey of the self-paced 
individualized program.

Note:  If a child passes the ABCs with Ace and Christi Pretest at age 5, 
he is considered in first level.

A two-volume daily instructional manual 
contains detailed step-by-step, easy-
to-follow, complete plans for each day. 
Enjoy watching your child learn to read!15

Activities reinforce 
the alphabet sounds.

ABCs
   with Ace and Christi
(Level 1)
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Note: The first 12 weeks of the ABCs with Ace and Christi program require up to 1 hour 
preparation time and 3-4 hours instruction time per day.

The First Level reading program set includes:

•  Daily Instructional Manuals I and II
•  Display Cards (large)
•  Flashcards (small) 
•  Tactile and Kinetic Cards
•  ABCs Songs CD
•  ABCs Pretest
•  Salvation Songs for Children—Select Edition
•   Student PACE Set 

(Animal Science 1001-1012, Bible Reading 
1001-1012, Math 1001-1012, English 1001-
1012, Social Studies 1001-1012, Science 
1001-1012, Word Building 1001-1012)

•   Student Forms Set (Progress Chart, Coloring 
Sheets [45/pkg.], Post Test [including Key], 
Diploma, Bible Stickers, Stars, Goal Cards 
[20/pkg.], Progress Report, and Master Record 
Sheet)

ABCs
with Ace and Christi

(First Level)

SET

Score strips tell the student how 
and what to score.

Audio CD provides reinforcement 
of sounds and songs.

Both Animal Science and 
Bible Reading include a 
variety of activities that give 
attention to development 
of small motor muscles, 
eye-hand coordination, and 
visual discrimination.

Frequent cartoon illustrations capture 
interest and reinforce the character trait.

Scripture 
passages 
support the 
lesson and 
illustrate a 
character 
trait.

16

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

10675 First Level Complete Set*
Includes: Daily Instructional Manuals (Vol. I, II), Display Cards (large), Flashcards (small), Tactile 
and Kinetic Cards, ABCs Song CD, ABCs Pretest, Salvation Songs for Children—Select Edition, First 
Level Student Forms Set, Animal Science 1001-1012, Bible Reading 1001-1012, Math 1001-1012, 
English 1001-1012, Social Studies 1001-1012, Science 1001-1012, Word Building 1001-1012 
PACEs

364.80

10624 First Level Student Forms Set*
One Student Set is needed for each additional student. Includes: Student Progress Chart, 
Coloring Sheets (45/pkg.), Post Test (including Test Key), Diploma, Bible Stickers, Package of 
Assorted Stars, Goal Card (20/pkg.), Progress Report, Master Record Sheet

   7.00

10628 First Level PACE Set 
(one needed for each additional student) Includes: Animal Science 1001-1012, Bible Reading 
1001-1012, Math 1001-1012, English 1001-1012, Social Studies 1001-1012, Science 1001-
1012, Word Building 1001-1012 PACEs

196.86

*Nonrefundable if opened

aceministries.com



Level
  1 ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

10675 ABCs with Ace and Christi First Level Complete Set 364.80

ABCs with Ace and Christi First Level Complete Set
Includes: Daily Instructional Manuals (Vol. I, II), Display Cards (large), Flashcards 
(small), Tactile and Kinetic Cards, ABCs Songs CD, ABCs Pretest, Salvation Songs for 
Children—Select Edition, First Level Student Forms Set, and Animal Science 1001-
1012, Bible Reading 1001-1012, Math 1001-1012, English 1001-1012, Social Studies 
1001-1012, Science 1001-1012, Word Building 1001-1012 PACEs.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652301 Math PACEs 1001-1012 (12 PACEs) 32.40

652302 Math Keys 1001-1012 (12 Keys) 32.40

Math
In Level 1 the student learns numbers in symbol and name from zero to ten, counting 
from zero to one hundred, and simple addition and subtraction.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652303 English PACEs 1001-1012 (12 PACEs) 32.40

652304 English Keys 1001-1012 (12 Keys) 32.40

English
The first level English material reviews consonant and vowel sounds and introduces 
reading and writing of word families and sentences. As the child develops reading 
comprehension skills, he finds satisfaction and success in reading, writing, and spelling.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652305 Social Studies PACEs 1001-1012 (12 PACEs) 34.80

40652306 Social Studies Keys 1001-1012 (12 Keys) 34.80

Social Studies
Level 1 builds reading skills while introducing young students to the basic principles of 
life. Students learn to recognize and are challenged and motivated to do what is right. 
They also learn to be kind, to share, and to be obedient to rules and laws. This level 
requires reading character-building stories and answering questions.

an example . . .
. . . and practice

Basic math concepts 
cleverly visualized 
along with . . .

Primary guidelines 
that encourage 
and provide an 
opportunity for good 
handwriting

Scripture 
memorization

Dotted examples for additional 
help and understanding

New vocabulary 
highlighted and 
introduced in 
contextual setting17 Pilgrims (Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, LC-USZC4-4311)



ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652307 Science PACEs 1001-1012 (12 PACEs) 34.80

40652308 Science Keys 1001-1012 (12 Keys) 34.80

Science
This course material builds reading skills as it presents the young student 
with the facts of Creation as presented in the Bible. He learns about the 
human body as well as concepts of health care and hygiene.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

700212 Homeschool Record-Keeping Set (See page 56.)      5.50

Record Keeping

Individual PACEs and Score Keys may be purchased separately.
Please visit aceministries.com/store.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652309 Word Building PACEs 1001-1012 (12 PACEs) 34.80

40652310 Word Building Keys 1001-1012 (12 Keys) 34.80

Word Building
This course provides activities that accompany the ABCs with Ace and Christi 
program. These PACEs provide the foundational phonetic skills needed for 
reading and writing mastery. Your child will learn 35 letter sounds and 11 
additional blends and diphthongs that are basic to all reading.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652546* Animal Science PACEs 1001-1012 (12 PACEs) 32.40

Animal Science
This level of Animal Science is a welcome companion to the ABCs with Ace 
and Christi program. It incorporates pictures to illustrate the animal stories and 
alphabet sounds. Also included are a variety of activities to develop the small 
motor muscles, eye-hand coordination, and visual discrimination.

* No Score Keys required

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652550* Bible Reading PACEs 1001-1012 (12 PACEs) 32.40

Bible Reading
In Level 1 a specific feature of the ABCs with Ace and Christi program is the 
character-building Bible stories. Bible Reading Level 1 PACEs feature vividly 
colored pictures to be used in conjunction with these Bible stories. A variety 
of activities gives attention to development of small motor muscles, eye-hand 
coordination, and visual discrimination.

* No Score Keys required

Computer Software for Required Reading 
Development Skills (speed and comprehension)
See page 54 for more information.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

931520 Readmaster Plus 40.00

Illustrations that add interest 
and stir curiosity

Biblical truths in 
fun activities

1-800-925-7777
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

92 ABCs with Ace and Christi Review Manual 13.75

190 ABCs with Ace and Christi Review PACE 3.30

191 ABCs with Ace and Christi Review PACE Score Key 3.30

ABCs with Ace and Christi Review
The child beginning Level 2 will benefit from a review. The ABCs with Ace and Christi 

Review Manual and Review PACE is a refresher course of the alphabet and of vocabulary 
learned previously. Administer the review program the first two hours each morning, then 
allow the student to proceed with second-level PACEs.Level

 2
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652322 English PACEs 1013-1024 (12 PACEs) 32.40

652323 English Keys 1013-1024 (12 Keys) 32.40

English
Your child is introduced to punctuation and parts of speech. He also studies word 

meanings and order, compound words, and rhyming words. The curriculum develops visual 
discrimination and increases reading comprehension skills.

Literature and Creative Writing
In this level students are encouraged to visualize, use their imaginations, and give 

creative responses to questions following one-page stories. Instead of drudgery, reading 
suddenly becomes a true learning experience, and writing blossoms into a comfortable skill. 
To round out Level 2, each PACE provides practice in handwriting and speed reading. 

Drill —an integral 
part of A.C.E. math

17

 birds do not fly away in winter.

Come
Some
Same

I put 

 on the window shelf.
snow
seeds
dirt

Winter Birds
Some birds do not fly away in the winter. They stay where 

they are. It is not easy for these winter birds to find food 

when it gets cold. I will help. I will put some seeds and nuts on the shelf 

outside my window. The birds will fly to the window shelf 

to look for food. 

The birds will be happy to find the 

seeds and nuts that I put on the window 

shelf for them. Some of the seeds and 

nuts will fall from the window shelf to 

the ground. Quickly the birds will go to 

the ground and start eating the seeds 

and nuts that fall there.  It is fun to watch the winter birds 

at my window. I am glad that not all 

the birds fly away in winter. I am glad that winter birds 

stay at home. I have had fun watching those winter birds 

eat seeds and nuts outside my window. 
Put the right word on the blank.S o m e

Supervisor initial ________

SC 1018.indd   17

3/5/2010   9:43:21 AMActivities with dotted 
example, structured to 
test understanding

19

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652326 Social Studies PACEs 1013-1024 (12 PACEs) 34.80

40652327 Social Studies Keys 1013-1024 (12 Keys) 34.80

Social Studies
This level of material, while continuing to build reading skills, also builds visual 

discrimination and vocabulary. It tells about our nation and some of the great political and 
Godly leaders of the past.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652511 Math PACEs 1013-1024 (12 PACEs) 32.40

652512 Math Keys 1013-1024 (12 Keys) 32.40

Math
In Level 2 the student learns to add and subtract two- and three-digit numbers; relate 

multiplication to addition; count by twos, fives, and tens; identify odd and even numbers; 
carry and borrow; count by very large numbers; tell time; and recognize and construct 
geometric shapes.

�2013 Accelerated Christian Education, Inc.

All rights reserved. Printed in the United States of 

America. This PACE may not be reproduced in whole or 

part in any form or by any means without permission from 

Accelerated Christian Education, Inc.

My bed looks
 nice. Now I 
 can go play.

No! No! Becky. I love you and
 want you to
 do right.

I will make 
 the bed.
 Then I can
 go play.

Set your affection on things above.

Colossians 3:2

Flexible

My way may be a good way,  

But that is not the real test. 

I must be ready to change 

    today to be the way God 

    says is best.

Character building included in goals and 
illustrated in poetry, Scripture, and cartoon 
setting

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652324 Literature and Creative Writing PACEs
1013-1024 (12 PACEs)

32.40

652325 Literature and Creative Writing Keys
1013-1024 (4 Keys)

10.80

aceministries.com
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652330 Word Building PACEs 1013-1024 (12 PACEs) 34.80

40652331 Word Building Keys 1013-1024 (12 Keys) 34.80

Word Building
Your student will learn an average of 20 spelling words in each PACE. Along with 

the spelling words, students learn spelling rules as well as practice their printing skills. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652547 Animal Science PACEs 1013-1024 (12 PACEs) 32.40

652548 Animal Science Keys 1013-1024 (4 Keys) 10.80

Animal Science
In each PACE students study a specific animal. The student learns about sheep, dogs, 

horses, cats, cattle, rabbits, rodents, poultry, unusual birds, spiders, snakes, toads, and 
frogs. Each is presented in interesting story form. As appropriate, Scripture reference to 
these animals is provided.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652552 Bible Reading PACEs 1013-1024 (12 PACEs) 32.40

652553 Bible Reading Keys 1013-1024 (4 Keys) 10.80

Bible Reading
In Level 2 the student reads the Book of John. As he reads he is also expected to 

answer questions about God’s Word. In addition, he learns the Books of the New 
Testament in order. Various character traits dealing with relationships with God and 
others are emphasized also.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

931520 Readmaster Plus 40.00

Computer Software for Required Reading 
Development Skills   (speed and comprehension)
See page 54 for more information.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

700212 Homeschool Record-Keeping Set (See page 56.) 5.50

Record Keeping

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652328 Science PACEs 1013-1024 (12 PACEs) 34.80

40652329 Science Keys 1013-1024 (12 Keys) 34.80

Science
This level sets forth the days of Creation and what was created on each day. It also 

demonstrates how various plants and animals function in today’s world. It reveals God’s 
original instructions to man and the consequences of man’s violation of those instructions.

Individual PACEs and Score Keys may be purchased separately.
Please visit aceministries.com/store. 20



1-800-925-7777

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652335 English PACEs 1025-1036 (12 PACEs) 34.80

40652336 English Keys 1025-1036 (12 Keys) 34.80

English
This level concentrates on verbal skills. The material covers types of sentences, parts 

of speech, confusing word pairs, and simple punctuation. Cursive writing is emphasized so 
that the student may achieve penmanship excellence. The child expands his knowledge of 
poems and rhyming words, and creative writing is encouraged.

Level

 3 ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652513 Math PACEs 1025-1036 (12 PACEs) 32.40

652514 Math Keys 1025-1036 (12 Keys) 32.40

Math
In Level 3 the student expands his basic addition, subtraction, and multiplication skills,  

learns Roman numerals, and is introduced to money values and measurements of weight, 
liquid, and length.

21

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652339 Social Studies PACEs 1025-1036 (12 PACEs) 34.80

40652340 Social Studies Keys 1025-1036 (4 Keys) 11.60

Social Studies
This level covers communication, conservation, communities, agriculture, geography, 

and the discovery of America, along with colonization and slavery. This positive approach 
to history encourages your child to love and respect his country. The heroes and heroines 
to whom he is introduced provide role models representing ideals and aspirations the 
student can reach.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652341 Science PACEs 1025-1036 (12 PACEs) 34.80

40652342 Science Keys 1025-1036 (4 Keys) 11.60

Science
An explanation of God’s world from a Biblical perspective finds the child becoming 

familiar with the life cycles of animals and plants. He will see the effects of solar bodies 
on the Earth. Geologic changes after the Flood, jungles, and hot lands, tundra and cold 
lands, volcanoes and earthquakes incite the natural curiosity of children—all this and 
much more makes this an exciting learning experience.

Literature and Creative Writing
Students in this level gain more practice in critical thinking. Special activities require 

choosing the best endings for stories, writing story titles, identifying rhyme in poetry, 
and learning the kinds of books and the parts of books. Character, setting, and plot are 
emphasized as the student reads specific chapters in two required resource books. Speed 
reading and handwriting skills are emphasized and practiced.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652337 Literature and Creative Writing PACEs 1025-1036 (12 PACEs) 32.40

652338 Literature and Creative Writing Keys 1025-1036 (4 Keys) 10.80

Literature and Creative Writing Resource Books

49 Summer Fun with Ace and Christi (1025-1031) 7.65

33 Christians Courageous (1032-1036) 7.65



ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652554 Bible Reading PACEs 1025-1036 (12 PACEs) 32.40

652555 Bible Reading Keys 1025-1036 (4 Keys) 10.80

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

931520 Readmaster Plus 40.00

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

700212 Homeschool Record-Keeping Set (See page 56.) 5.50

Cartoons that 
illustrate Scripture 
and impart character

Visualized math concepts on 
younger student’s interest level

Practice writing 
all the letters of 
the alphabet in 
correct form

Review presented in a fun format 
that appeals to young children

Computer Software for Required Reading Development 
Skills (speed and comprehension)
See page 54 for more information.

Record Keeping

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652343 Word Building PACEs 1025-1036 (12 PACEs) 34.80

40652344 Word Building Keys 1025-1036 (12 Keys) 34.80

A dictionary symbol and 
sound chart to ensure correct 
pronunciation of new vocabulary

Word Building
Your student will learn 40 spelling words in each PACE. Among these words are 

sight words, synonyms, and compound words. Your student will be introduced to how 
suffixes change the meaning and spelling of a word.

Bible Reading
In Level 3 the child becomes familiar with the Book of Matthew while learning the 

Books of the Old Testament in order. There is a constant review of the Old Testament 
Books and practice in recognizing them.

22
Individual PACEs and Score Keys may be purchased separately.
Please visit aceministries.com/store.
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Activities that make learning 
challenging and fun ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652357 Social Studies PACEs 1037-1048 (12 PACEs) 34.80

40652358 Social Studies Keys 1037-1048 (4 Keys) 11.60

40652700 Florida History PACEs 1037-1042 (6 PACEs) 21.00

40652701 Florida History Keys 1037-1042 (2 Keys) 7.00

Social Studies
Students do required reading and write their answers to questions in cursive. They learn 

to use maps and globes for understanding world geography and cultures. As the student 
learns about each continent, he also learns about a missionary who served in that area. 
(Accelerated Christian Education offers Florida State History.)

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652359 Science PACEs 1037-1048 (12 PACEs) 34.80

40652360 Science Keys 1037-1048 (4 Keys) 11.60

Science
The student is brought into an understanding of matter and the laws of nature. 

Microbiology and early researchers with their equipment are studied. The child learns 
about simple standards by which scientific observations are made—measurements, time, 
length, weight, and temperature in both metric and English systems. Botany, zoology, 
meteorology, chemistry, geology—fascinating subject matter that intrigues the fertile mind 
of students at this level—are introduced.

Level

 4 English
This level covers three basic sentence types with an emphasis on usage and the writing 

process. The student studies nouns, verbs, and other parts of speech along with more 
confusing word pairs. The material touches on proper telephone manners and writing 
friendly and business letters.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652352 English PACEs 1037-1048 (12 PACEs) 34.80

40652353 English Keys 1037-1048 (4 Keys) 11.60

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652515 Math PACEs 1037-1048 (12 PACEs) 32.40

652516 Math Keys 1037-1048 (4 Keys) 10.80

Math
In Level 4 the student advances in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, 

solves word problems, and gains an understanding of the basic concept of sets, number 
patterns, measurements, Roman numerals, and money.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652354 Literature and Creative Writing PACEs 1037-1048 (12 PACEs) 32.40

652355 Literature and Creative Writing Keys 1037-1048 (4 Keys) 10.80

652214 Literature and Creative Writing Resource Books 48.50

The Little Green Frog (1037-1038)

Saved at Sea (1039-1040)

Ace and Christi Series—The Red Rag Riddle (1041-1042)

Charlotte’s Web (1043-1044)

Children’s Missionary Library (1045-1046)

Choice Stories for Children (1047-1048)

Literature and Creative Writing
Level 4 provides opportunities for students to use their imaginations, to learn dictionary 

skills, and to practice cursive handwriting. Creative answers are encouraged throughout 
the course and should be evaluated subjectively. Students learn to put critical thinking 
skills into action as they draw conclusions and examine ideas attributed to heroes and 
heroines in the six required reading assignments.

23



Individual PACEs and Score Keys may be purchased separately.
Please visit aceministries.com/store.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

700212 Homeschool Record-Keeping Set (See page 56.) 5.50

Record Keeping

We are to be respectful to the aged. “Thou shalt rise up before the hoary head, and 

honour the face of the old man, and fear thy God: I am the LORD.” Leviticus 19:32

Reading practice right from God’s Word— 
the words of Christ highlighted in blue

Simple experiments that 
coincide with the text

Spelling words are illustrated, 
defined, and pronounced
phonetically

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652361 Word Building PACEs 1037-1048 (12 PACEs) 34.80

40652362 Word Building Keys 1037-1048 (4 Keys) 11.60

Word Building
Your student will learn 50 spelling words in each PACE. Among these words are homonyms and 

words that do not follow spelling rules. Your student will gain practice in cursive handwriting as 
well as learn about suffixes.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652556 Bible Reading PACEs 1037-1048 (12 PACEs) 32.40

652557 Bible Reading Keys 1037-1048 (4 Keys) 10.80

Bible Reading
In Level 4 the Books of Mark and Luke are read. The student continues studying 

the Books of the Old Testament in sections: Law, History, Poetry, Major Prophets, 
and Minor Prophets. He continues answering questions about the Bible while learning 
more of its great character traits.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

931520 Readmaster Plus 40.00

Computer Software for Required Reading Development Skills 
(speed and comprehension) See page 54 for more information.

Score this page.
Correct
mistakes.

Rescore.

{w�e�e ��� {w�e�e

With God, I can!

Activities that visualize sentence 
structure and complement writing skills

24aceministries.com
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Level

 5 ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652517 Math PACEs 1049-1060 (12 PACEs) 36.00

652518 Math Keys 1049-1060 (4 Keys) 12.00

Math
In Level 5 there is ongoing review both of previous concepts and of those concepts 

introduced in Level 5. Some concepts covered are division with two-digit divisors; 
multiplication of three-digit numbers; addition, subtraction, and multiplication of 
fractions; decimals through thousandths’ place; use of key words in solving word problems; 
English and metric measurements; and addition, subtraction, and multiplication of dollars 
and cents.

Let’s have some fun

with sentences.

We’ll diagram 

them or make 

sentence pictures.

Let’s start with something

that looks like a seesaw.

subject verb

subject verb

Believers pray

Birds fly

Students earn

We balance our diagramed

sentence with a subject

and a verb (or verb phrase).

The deer ran swiftly.

Ajani Heartfelt

FUN FACT
In 2007 a bar-
tailed godwit flew 
without stopping 
from Alaska across 
the Pacific Ocean 
to New Zealand—
over 7,000 miles 
(11,265 km)—in 
just nine days. 

Map activities simplified 
for the younger student

Practice in diagram for 
visual reinforcement

PACE includes a 
spelling test

25

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652374 Literature and Creative Writing PACEs 1049-1060 (12 PACEs) 36.00

652375 Literature and Creative Writing Keys 1049-1060 (4 Keys) 12.00

652215 Literature and Creative Writing Resource Books 48.55

Choice Stories for Children (1049-1050)

North to Amaroqvik (1051-1052)

Heidi (1053-1054)

Ace and Christi Series—Miracle at Camp Friendship (1055-1056)

A Dog of Flanders (1057-1058)

Star of Light (1059-1060)

Literature and Creative Writing
In Level 5 students learn more about setting, characters, plot, and order in short stories. 

Opportunities to paint word pictures with similes and metaphors are provided. Anagrams, 
analogies, and alliteration are also explored. Students practice reading, observing carefully, 
and considering facts to find conclusions. Six resource books are required. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652372 English PACEs 1049-1060 (12 PACEs) 38.40

40652373 English Keys 1049-1060 (4 Keys)* 12.80

English
Level 5 includes exercises and review of capitalization, punctuation, and sentence 

structure. The eight parts of speech are covered more extensively as well as synonyms, 
antonyms, homophones, and heteronyms. The student learns sentence diagraming, 
agreement of subject and verb, conjugation, and sentence elements. Letter writing and 
dictionary work are also a part of this course.

* While this course is being revised to 4th Edition, individual Keys may be purchased at aceministries.com/store.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

931520 Readmaster Plus 40.00

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652377 Social Studies PACEs 1049-1060 (12 PACEs) 38.40

40652378 Social Studies Keys 1049-1060 (4 Keys) 12.80

Social Studies
This level focuses on American history in a decidedly Biblical approach and sets 

forth relationships of social and economic development. The material includes systems 
of government, great leaders, wars, and current events affecting our world.

Computer Software for Required Reading Development Skills 
(speed and comprehension) See page 54 for more information.
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Our Solar System

All things were made by him; 

and without him was not any 

thing made that was made.

John 1:3

If we travel 1,000 miles 

(1,610 kilometers) an 

hour, it will take us about 

325 years to get from 

Earth to Neptune.

Whew, we will 

be old men!

Saturn

Jupiter

Mars

Earth

Venus

Mercury

Uranus

Neptune

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652381 Word Building PACEs 1049-1060 (12 PACEs) 38.40

40652382 Word Building Keys 1049-1060 (4 Keys) 12.80

Word Building
Your student will learn 50 spelling words in each PACE. Among these words are 

compound words, antonyms, names of countries and peoples, as well as rules for using 
suffixes. Your student will also gain practice in cursive handwriting.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

700212 Homeschool Record-Keeping Set (See page 56.) 5.50

Record Keeping

Special facts 
relating to 
science for 
added interest
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652379 Science PACEs 1049-1060 (12 PACEs) 38.40

40652380 Science Keys 1049-1060 (4 Keys) 12.80

Science
Basic earth science principles captivate the student’s interest in molecular and atomic 

theories; friction, heat, and gravity; and expansion and contraction. Geology, chemistry, 
aviation and aerodynamics, zoology, meteorology, sound, and botany are studied.

Parental guidance with science project

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652558 Bible Reading PACEs 1049-1060 (12 PACEs) 38.40

40652559 Bible Reading Keys 1049-1060 (4 Keys) 12.80

Bible Reading
In Level 5 the Books of Genesis, Exodus, and Acts are read. The student also begins 

reading the Book of Psalms. He continues answering questions about the Bible while 
focusing on Godly character traits interwoven into the PACEs.

Individual PACEs and Score Keys may be purchased separately.
Please visit aceministries.com/store.
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character role models  for 

wise living.



Level

 ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652519 Math PACEs 1061-1072 (12 PACEs) 38.40

652520 Math Keys 1061-1072 (4 Keys) 12.80

Math
In Level 6 the student engages in a comprehensive review of basic math concepts; 

completes detailed examples in interactive instruction; expands knowledge of fractions and 
decimals; studies the relationship between fractions, decimals, and percents; builds thinking, 
reasoning, and problem-solving skills; and develops skills in prealgebra and geometry. 
Students are actively involved, whether learning new concepts or practicing applications. 
Concepts are presented logically and completely, allowing students to achieve mastery. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652394 Literature and Creative Writing PACEs 1061-1072 (12 PACEs) 38.40

652395 Literature and Creative Writing Keys 1061-1072 (4 Keys) 12.80

652216 Literature and Creative Writing Resource Books 43.95

The Fugitive King (1061-1062)

Christians with Courage (1063-1064)

Alexi’s Secret Mission (1065-1066)

Ace and Christi Series—Grandpa’s Christmas Gift (1067-1068)

Little Pilgrim’s Progress (1069-1070)

Treasures of the Snow (1071-1072)

Literature and Creative Writing
In conjunction with reading six resource books, students will learn and practice 

many new and useful writing skills. From literary illustrations, they will be guided to 
use various literary devices and write original paragraphs of summary; comparison and 
contrast; cause and effect; fact and opinion; and exposition, description, persuasion, 
and narration. They will also see how such paragraphs develop into larger literary 
works and, then, use these different formats in their writing of essays. Biographies and 
autobiographies along with the writing of news stories are also part of this course.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652392 English PACEs 1061-1072 (12 PACEs)* 36.00

652393 English Keys 1061-1072 (4 Keys)* 12.00

English
The student continues studying grammar concepts and developing skills in sentence 

diagraming. Special emphasis is given to sentence patterns, clauses, and kinds of sentences. 
The material reviews punctuation, outlining, letter writing, and paragraph structure 
and writing. The student learns to express himself clearly and must apply principles of 
composition learned earlier.

The older student learns 
the meanings of prefixes, 
suffixes, and root words so 
that he can build new words 
and expand his vocabulary

Practice in all types 
of letter writing
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Adding prefixes and suffixes gives

 new meaning to word roots.

root—simplest, but most important      

         part of a word

prefix—added at the beginning of a   

           word

suffix—added at the end of a word

con

per

in

sub

sist

ive

ence

ency

ent

Check the correctness of

each definition.

Ask your supervisor:

Please score this page.

ver
a

acious

acity
dict ily

ag
e

* While this course is being revised to 4th Edition, individual PACEs and Keys may be purchased at aceministries.com/store.



ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652401 Word Building PACEs 1061-1072 (12 PACEs) 38.40

40652402 Word Building Keys 1061-1072 (4 Keys) 12.80

Word Building
Your student will learn 65 spelling words in each PACE as he learns to utilize 

the dictionary. Among these words are homophones, words with more than one 
definition, and easily confused words. Students also will learn to identify root 
words and learn how suffixes show tenses.

Time lines for a visual 
overview of related 
historic events

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652397 Social Studies PACEs 1061-1072 (12 PACEs) 38.40

40652398 Social Studies Keys 1061-1072 (4 Keys) 12.80

Social Studies
The student studies history from Adam through the Great Awakening. The 

course includes an introduction to Bible, early Church, and Reformation leaders.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652399 Science PACEs 1061-1072 (12 PACEs) 38.40

40652400 Science Keys 1061-1072 (4 Keys) 12.80

Science
More details and in-depth studies of subject matter previously presented 

includes: chemistry, light and electricity, magnets and magnetism. Students also 
study the central nervous system, skeletal and muscular systems, internal organs, 
and the germ theory of disease.
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Mediterranean Sea

Italy

Rome

Tiber River

Alps Mountains

Kingdom Divided c. 931 B.C.

Death of  King Davidc. 971 B.C.

Fall of Samariac. 721 B.C.

Birth of Isaiahc. 765 B.C. Ezekiel Taken Captivec. 597 B.C.

Etruscans Conquered Italics c. 700 B.C.

Etruscans Ruled Rome 
c. 700 B.C.– 500 B.C.Romans Conquered Etruscans c. 500 B.C.

800 B.C.

900 B.C.

1000 B.C.

700 B.C.
600 B.C.

500 B.C.
400 B.C.

Jerusalem Destroyedc. 586 B.C.

Jerusalem Rebuiltc. 444 B.C.

D. Rome The earliest settlers to 
move into the area now 

called Italy were tribes 
of people known as the 

Italics. The country of Italy 

got its name from these early 

Italic tribes. The Italics settled 

in the western part of Italy 

around 1500 B.C. and began 

small villages on Italy’s west 

coast. The Italics were farmers, 

and the land near Italy’s west 

coast is rich farmland.
The Italics built the city of Rome on 

seven hills about 15 miles, or about 24 

kilometers, from the sea. Rome was built 

next to a large river. The location the Italics 

chose made Rome a valuable trade city with 

other nations in the Mediterranean area. 

Rome’s location also made it very attractive 

to a strong group of people known as the 

Etruscans, who lived in the area of central 

Italy.
The Etruscans were strong, well-built people 

and were good fighters. They began to fear 

Rome would take away their trade with other 

nations. Around 700 B.C. the Etruscans 

attacked Rome and conquered it. The Etruscans 

established more trade with other nations of 

the world, and Rome soon became one of the 

richest cities of Italy.Though the Etruscans did develop much of 

their own culture independent of 

outside influence, they recognized 

the value of other cultures. In 

fact, the Etruscans borrowed 

many ideas from the Greek 
colonies in southern Italy, 
especially in the area of 
art.

The art and religion of 
the Etruscans had much 

influence on Rome. The 
Etruscans developed their 

own culture and religion 

and worshipped false gods. 

They made beautiful jewelry, and 

the women wore beautiful clothes. 

The Romans copied the Etruscans’ way 

of life and followed it for centuries, even after 

the Etruscans were removed from power in 

Rome.
From c. 700 B.C. the Etruscans controlled 

much of the Mediterranean Sea. Their fleets 

battled the Greeks and the Phoenicians, and 

the Etruscans competed heavily with these 

countries for foreign trade. The Etruscans 

became very wealthy because of their sea 

trade, and they were very content to live lives 

of comfort and careless pleasure. Most did 

not work hard to keep themselves in good 

condition, and many of the Etruscan men grew 

lazy. God’s Word warns, “The hand of the 

diligent shall bear rule: but the slothful [lazy] 

shall be under tribute.” (Proverbs 12:24)

Clear and informative 
illustrations that 
complement the text
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Individual PACEs and Score Keys may be purchased separately.
Please visit aceministries.com/store.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

700212 Homeschool Record-Keeping Set (See page 56.) 5.50

Record Keeping

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

931520 Readmaster Plus 40.00

Computer Software for Required Reading 
Development Skills (speed and comprehension) 
See page 54 for more information.
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simple  
leaf

guard  
cells

stomata

lower epidermis

compound 
leaf

stem

leaves

flowers

roots

II. Higher Plants

Higher plants are much more complex than 
lower plants. Higher plants usually have four 
parts: leaves, stems, roots, and flowers. These 
four parts have been labeled in the picture 
below. All four parts of a plant must work 
together in order for the plant to grow and 
reproduce. Believers will also work together 
in unity when they grow spiritually and bear 
fruit for the Lord. “For we are labourers 
together with God . . . .” (I Corinthians 3:9) 

A. Leaves
Not all leaves look alike. There are different 

kinds of leaves. Some plants have needles; 
some have many large leaves in a cluster. 
Cactus plants have tiny stickers for leaves. 
There are many other types of leaves. The 
most important job of most leaves is to make 
food for the plant. However, some leaves have 
other jobs to do. For example, cactus stickers 
serve to protect the plant, but they do not 
make food for the cactus. Other leaves shade 
the soil, helping it hold in moisture.

Even though leaves have many different 
shapes and sizes, there are only two ways 
a leaf can grow on a stem. One leaf may 
grow by itself, or many leaves may grow in a 
cluster. The first type of leaf is called a simple 
leaf because only one leaf grows on the stem 
of the plant. The second type of leaf is called 

a compound leaf because the plant has two 
or more leaves together on one main stem. 
Look at the pictures to see the differences 
between simple and compound leaves.

Leaves have three layers. 
The top and bottom layers of 
a leaf are called the outer skin, or 
the epidermis. “Epi” is a Greek word meaning 
“upon.” The word “dermis” means “skin.” The 
top, or upper, epidermis is made mostly of 
skin cells. In leaves of grass, skin cells have 
a very regular shape. When we say “regular,” 
we mean that the cells are arranged in an 
orderly way, like the design on a piece of 
checkered cloth. In leaves of flowering plants, 
the cells of the epidermis are not regular.

The lower epidermis, or bottom skin of the 
leaf, has little openings, or mouths, called 
stomata. On each side of these stomata are 
guard cells. The guard cells open and close 
the stomata. Air is allowed to enter the leaf 
through the stomata. Usually the stomata open 
in the morning and close at night. The guard 
cells swell to open the stomata and become 
smaller to close them.

Minimize distractions.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652560 Bible Reading PACEs 1061-1072 (12 PACEs) 38.40

40652561 Bible Reading Keys 1061-1072 (4 Keys) 12.80

Bible Reading
In Level 6 the student reads and answers questions from Leviticus, Numbers, 

Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, I Samuel, Psalms 35–73, Proverbs 1–15, Romans,  
I and II Corinthians, Galatians, and Ephesians. He also learns interesting Bible 
facts and develops thinking skills while studying Scripture.

aceministries.com
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Lobster

Shrimp

Crustaceans

Arthropods

D. Arthropods

How would you like to have three or four joints in each leg? You 

probably would find it difficult to walk. Arthropods are invertebrates 

with jointed legs. The word arthropod means “jointed foot.”

Arthropods have several other characteristics in common, such as a 

hard outer skeleton, a segmented body, bilateral symmetry, a complex 

nervous system, sexual reproduction, and a heart located above the 

digestive system. Although arthropods are similar in many ways, they 

vary greatly in appearance. For instance, butterflies and lobsters are 

both arthropods, but they are quite different in appearance. The life 

cycles and environments of arthropods also vary. Because there are so 

many kinds of arthropods, this category is broken down into smaller 

divisions. 1. Crustaceans

Have you ever seen a lobster or a shrimp? Lobsters and shrimp are 

crustaceans. The word crustacean means “having a crusty shield.” 

Crustacean is a fitting name for these invertebrates, since they have 

hard outer skeletons. Their outer skeletons prevent crustaceans from 

growing the same way other animals grow. They must shed their 

skeleton every now and then to allow for growth.

Crustaceans have the characteristics of arthropods already discussed 

as well as some unusual characteristics of their own. Some crustaceans 

have antennae, which serve as organs of touch, taste, and smell. 

Crustaceans have several pairs of legs, ranging from 

large front claws that are used to catch food to 

small legs in the rear that are used for swimming. 

Crustaceans breathe by means of gills. They have 

a complex digestive system and can eat any dead 

organic matter.

Crustaceans reproduce sexually by the male 

fertilizing eggs produced by the female. They also 

have the ability to regenerate missing parts. If a lobster 

loses a claw in fighting, the lobster can regenerate, or 

grow, a new claw.

Fill in the blanks with the correct answers.

 (1) 

 are invertebrates with jointed legs.

 (2) What does the word arthropod mean? 
”

”

 (3) Other than jointed legs, what are six characteristics common to all arthropods?

Please continue on the next page.

Math
In Level 7 the student reviews basic number theory and mathematical terms, rounding 

and estimating, properties of addition and multiplication, fractions and fraction terms, 
decimals, basic geometric concepts, symbols, and shapes; interprets data and graphs; solves 
one- and two-step equations; learns to compare, order, add, subtract, multiply, and divide 
positive and negative integers; finds probability; is introduced to business and consumer 
mathematics, budgeting, saving, investing, and bank services; and learns English and 
metric units and Celsius and Fahrenheit conversions.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652410 Math PACEs 1073-1084 (12 PACEs) 38.40

40652411 Math Keys 1073-1084 (4 Keys) 12.80

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652412 English PACEs 1073-1084 (12 PACEs) 36.00

652413 English Keys 1073-1084 (4 Keys) 12.00

English
Students continue to work at identifying, reviewing, and diagraming simple, compound, 

and complex sentence patterns. They review principal parts of regular and irregular verbs. 
Verb study involves perfect tenses as well as conjugation of all six tenses. Progressive verb 
forms, troublesome verbs, transitive and intransitive verbs are studied as well. Noun and 
pronoun study becomes more intense. Infinitives, participles, and gerunds are introduced. 
Writing skills are expanded through sentence variety, outlining, paragraph and composition 
writing, and proofreading.

5

B. Man Designed to Glorify God

Isaiah 43:7 states, “Even every one that is 

called by my name: for I have created him for my 

glory, I have formed him; yea, I have made him.”  

This verse reminds us that the primary duty of 

man is to glorify God. All that man does, whether 

it concerns his field of work, his home life, or his 

free time, everything is to bring glory to God.

This course will present various areas in which 

you may choose to work. These vocations are just 

a few of the great number of fields in which you 

may be able to serve God and bring glory to Him. 

God has designed you to serve and honor Him in 

all that you do. I Corinthians 10:31 states, 

“Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever 

ye do, do all to the glory of God.”
Many factors enter into a person’s discovering 

what vocation God has for him or her, but none 

of these factors is more important than this: for 

what is God preparing me? Finding the Lord’s 

will for your life may seem difficult, but the Lord 

will give many helpful signposts to guide you in 

finding the field that is God’s will for you—the 

very thing He has designed you to do, which will 

bring the most glory to Him.

C. Man Designed to Develop Gifts

How can you know God’s will for your life? 

God has revealed in His Word that each Believer 

has received at least one gift. Each gift is a God-

given ability through which a Christian can serve 

and glorify God. Different people are called of 

God to do different things. Gifts from God help 

each of us bring important skills to the vocation  

to which God calls us. The Apostle Paul wrote in I 

Corinthians 12:12–16 that all Christians are 

members of one body—the body of Christ. “For 

as the body is one, and hath many members, and 

all the members of that one body, being many, 

are one body . . . . For the body is not one 

member, but many. If the foot shall say, Because I 

am not the hand, I am not of the body; is it 

therefore not of the body? And if the ear shall 

say, Because I am not the eye, I am not of the 

body; is it therefore not of the body?”

The principle presented in these verses is that 

God has created each of His children to be a 

unique part of the body of Christ. Finding the 

unique responsibility that you are to fulfill in His 

body is the most important part of choosing a 

career. You do not want to be an ear trying to do 

a foot’s job, or an eye trying to hear. God has 

equipped you for a unique career or ministry. As 

you live each day unto the Lord and carefully 

develop the gift (or gifts) God has given you, He 

will lead you so that your life will bring glory to 

Him.

What is God’s will?

Everything we do must glorify God.
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Learning about 
animals in a 
storybook format 
and from a Biblical 
perspective

Level

 7

A Godly perspective 
and guidance to career 
choice and success
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652425 Social Studies PACEs 1073-1078 (6 PACEs) 19.20

40652426 Social Studies Keys 1073-1078 (2 Keys) 6.40

40652702 Texas History PACEs 1079-1084 (6 PACEs) 21.00

40652703 Texas History Keys 1079-1084 (2 Keys) 7.00

Social Studies
This Career course provides an excellent overview of major career and ministry 

opportunities. Students will learn the gifts and skills needed, as well as the educational 
requirements expected, for each lifework goal. This course focuses on encouraging 
students to find God’s will for their lives, follow His leading, and be Godly testimonies 
in their chosen professional or God-called ministry. (The second half of this level allows 
for the appropriate state history course. Texas and Florida [see page 23] residents order 
from Accelerated Christian Education. Other states should visit aceministries.com 
/statehistory for the State History Research Project.)

Practical application of 
math principles

1-800-925-7777



ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652421 Word Building PACEs 1073-1084 (12 PACEs) 38.40

40652422 Word Building Keys 1073-1084 (4 Keys) 12.80

Word Building 
Your student will learn 65 spelling words in each PACE as he learns to use the dictionary as a 

study tool. Among these words are homophones, Greek root words, heteronyms, and words with 
prefixes and suffixes. Wise sayings that illustrate spelling rules are used throughout each PACE. 
Students learn syllable division rules as well as how to recognize accented and stressed syllables.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

931520 Readmaster Plus 40.00

Computer Software for Required Reading Development Skills 
(speed and comprehension) See page 54 for more information.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

700212 Homeschool Record-Keeping Set (See page 56.) 5.50

Record Keeping

Basic Literature
These study guides are issued in conjunction with odd-numbered English PACEs. The study 

guides include comprehension questions, a test, and a composition assignment for each book in 
the series. Five resources are required. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

63007 Basic Literature 7 (6 Study Guides) 3.30

63017 Basic Literature 7 Key (1 Key) 3.30

652217 Resource Books 34.95

George Mueller

D. L. Moody: The Greatest Evangelist of the Nineteenth Century

Through Gates of Splendor

By Searching

The Swiss Family Robinson

30

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652419 Science PACEs 1073-1084 (12 PACEs) 38.40

40652420 Science Keys 1073-1084 (4 Keys) 12.80

Science
These life science PACEs introduce and prepare students for more advanced biology. The 

student learns about the habitats and characteristics of plants and animals along with ecology and 
God’s balance in nature. The interrelationships between organisms are discussed. The attributes 
essential to life are seen in relationship to the Bible and Biblical Creation.

Individual PACEs and Score Keys may be purchased separately.
Please visit aceministries.com/store.

Learn these spellings   

for the k sound.

 c  cc  ck  ch

Think on this wise saying. 

There is no

 condemnation or

 accusation

 against those

 who anchor in the

 Rock of Ages.

“. . . I am

 the way, the

 truth, and

 the life . . . .”

 John 14:6

Information, application, 
illustration, and 
drill far exceed rote 
memorization.

Swiss Family

Robinson
The

SHIPWRECKED!

T
he

Johann Wyss

Left behind when the other passengers 

on their sinking ship flee in their 

lifeboats, the Robinson family is faced 

with the challenge of surviving on their 

own on an unknown desert island. Join 

Mr. and Mrs. Robinson and their sons, 

Fritz, Ernst, Jack, and Francis, as they 

explore the island, discover new foods, 

and even tame an ostrich. Each day 

brings new adventures, but they learn 

not only to survive, but also to enjoy 

their new home.

Written in the early 1800s by a Swiss 

clergyman and his sons, The Swiss 

Family Robinson has been translated 

into several languages and enjoyed by 

children and adults alike.

ISBN 978-1-56265-006-3
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Outstanding 
art introduces 
many PACEs 
and draws the 
student into 
the academic 
content

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652432 English PACEs 1085-1096 (12 PACEs) 39.60

652433 English Keys 1085-1096 (4 Keys) 13.20

English
Sentence patterns and parts continue to be emphasized. Action and linking 

verbs are reviewed, as well as verb tenses, conjugations, and progressive form, and 
the emphatic mood. Diagraming concentrates on pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, 
prepositional phrases, and sentence patterns. The student continues to develop 
writing skills, which include topic sentences, outlining, and paragraph development. 
He learns to recognize sentence fragments and run-on sentences and is guided in 
writing several short biographical sketches.

Making tables 
and histograms

2

In October 1864 President Lincoln paces the floor of the White House as he 

confides in his wife, “If George McClellan wins the election, he will make peace 

with the Confederacy, and our nation will be permanently divided. I believe that 

the United States can only be preserved if the Union keeps fighting until we are 

victorious.”

“Surely the people will reelect you,” President Lincoln’s wife responded.

“I’m not so sure! It doesn’t matter what I say. What really matters is what the 

soldiers do. If they are winning on election day, I will win. If they cannot win, I 

cannot win . . . and the nation 

cannot win!” 

Cover: Patent (Library and Archives Canada/Music Collection)

Images in PACE by A.C.E.®, GettyImages/Thinkstock,  

©2015 Jupiterimages Corporation, PhotoSpin®, Corel®

Patient

Happy, are you making 

another ceramic vase?

No, I am trying to make a 

lighthouse for my grandmother, 

but it is not going well. Maybe 

I should make something easier.

Oh, do not give up, 

Happy! Remember that 

Thomas Edison tried 700 

different ways before he 

successfully invented the 

incandescent light bulb. 

Wow! I hope it does not take me that 

many times, but I will ask the Lord to 

help me be patient and try again. 

Booker, the Lord helped me, and 

I finally finished the lighthouse. 

It just took prayer, perseverance, 

and lots of patience!
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inner planets
outer planets

How long does it take  

to orbit the sun?
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“Like Earth, each planet also rotates around an imaginary central 

line called an axis. The tilt of the axes (�k�s�z : plural of axis) of Mars, 

Saturn, and Neptune is similar to the 23.5° tilt of Earth’s axis, yet 

their distances from the sun and their atmospheric conditions do not 

provide the necessary elements for sustaining life. In contrast, the axes 

of Mercury, Venus, and Jupiter tilt little. This means there are little or 

no seasonal differences on these planets. The axis of Uranus has a tilt 

of almost 98°, causing the planet to rotate on its side as it orbits the 

sun. The extreme tilt of Uranus’ axis along with the planet’s slow orbit 

around the sun causes the north pole and south pole of the planet to 

point almost directly towards the sun for approximately 21 years at a 

time.”

C. Sizes

“Earth may seem quite large to us as we travel from city to city or 

from one country to another, yet when compared to the other planets 

in our solar system, it does not seem so big. Notice the size of each 

planet in the next illustration. Jupiter, the largest planet in our solar 

system, has a diameter about 11 times greater than Earth’s diameter. 

The diameter of Earth is more than 21 ⁄2 times greater than the  

diameter of Mercury, the smallest planet.” The illustration faded, and 

the students could once again see the sparkling night sky.

B. Motions

The students watched as an illustration showing the orbits of the 

planets appeared among the stars. “Like Earth, each planet revolves, 

or travels in its own orbit, or path, around the sun. The four inner 

planets, Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars, which are closer to the 

sun, complete a single orbit around the sun more rapidly than the 

four outer planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.” Starting 

with Mercury, each planet’s orbit time appeared on the planetarium 

ceiling. “As you can see, the inner planet’s orbits are given in Earth 

days. However, the outer planet’s orbits are given in Earth years.” The 

students were amazed when they realized it would take at least two 

lifetimes for Neptune to orbit the sun.

8
Level
 

Appropriate illustrations to 
explain the text and provide 

visual reinforcement
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652436 Social Studies PACEs 1085-1096 (12 PACEs) 42.00

40652437 Social Studies Keys 1085-1096 (4 Keys) 14.00

Social Studies
What was it like to be a sailor on one of Columbus’ ships, to be a slave during 

the War Between the States, or to be the first man to step onto the surface of 
the moon? History seems to come alive with the “You are there” vignettes in 
this course. Historical facts are presented in a way that personally involves the 
student in the exciting events in American history. Understanding of the subject 
matter is enhanced with time lines, maps, and activity questions that require an 
understanding of the concepts and interpretation, as well as memorization of 
facts. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652430 Math PACEs 1085-1096 (12 PACEs) 42.00

40652431 Math Keys 1085-1096 (4 Keys) 14.00

Math
In Level 8 the student . . . 
•  Reviews basic number theory; mathematical 

terms and operations; and basic geometric 
concepts, symbols, and shapes.

• Uses a protractor and compass.
•  Learns to find perimeter, circumference, area, and 

surface area.
•  Converts from binary and octal number systems to 

the decimal system.
• Gains mastery of exponents.
•  Learns to simplify radicals and estimate the value of 

numbers that are not perfect squares.
•  Adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides monomials 

and polynomials.
• Uses equations to solve word problems.
• Expands his knowledge of ratios and proportions.
• Uses the Pythagorean Theorem.
•  Finds the number of permutations and combinations 

using factorial notation and combinations using 
Pascal’s Triangle.

•  Graphs points, lines, linear equations, translations, 
reflections, and rotations on a coordinate plane.

•  Expands his knowledge of business and consumer 
mathematics.

Keep student focused 
on learning by 
allowing him no more 
than three weeks to 
complete each PACE 
and take the Test.
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ORDERING, PRICING, AND SHIPPING

HOW TO PLACE AN ORDER

Ordering Information

1. Order online at aceministries.com/store.

2. Email an order with the following information to 
OrderDesk@aceministries.com:

Customer Number Shipping Address 
Name Shipping Method 
Phone Number Payment Method 
Billing Address 

Example:

 Quantity Item Number Description Price Total

 3 6002 Math 2 2.70 8.10

 If you do not have a customer number, one will be 
assigned when you place your first order. 

 To ensure prompt processing, please mail your check 
or money order, payable to Accelerated Christian 
Education, immediately to Accounts Receivable, 
Accelerated Christian Education, P.O. Box 2707, 
Hendersonville, TN 37077-2707, or you may call 
us at 1-800-925-7777 with your credit card number 
(Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express).

 Note: Orders received after 2:30 p.m. Central Time 
are processed the next business day.

3. Telephone orders are processed when payment is 
received. Payment by credit card will ensure prompt 
processing of your order.

4. Our business hours are from 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Central Time. You may place your orders by calling 
1-800-925-7777 and following the menu. Please be 
prepared to give item numbers corresponding to 
items ordered.

 

FOR TELEPHONE ORDERS AND  
ACCOUNT QUESTIONS,  

DIAL 1-800-925-7777 OR 615-612-5166.

 
PRICING

Remittances must be paid in U.S. dollars. All prices are 
subject to change without notice. A charge of $30 will 
be levied on all returned checks.

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS

Shipping Information

1. Order processing time is 5 to 7 business days for all 
shipping methods and does not include the estimated 
shipping time.

2. Shipping and handling charges are charged to each 
invoice. A.C.E. will absorb the shipping costs on 
backorders and claims.

3. All orders will be shipped as selected.

4. If your shipping address has a different ZIP Code 
from the billing address, please notify Customer 
Service or Order Processing. A ship-to code will be 
assigned to each different address, and you will be 
notified of this code.

5. A.C.E. cannot accept C.O.D. orders.

OPTIONAL SHIPPING METHODS

Note:  Shipping charges are subject to change 
without notice.

1. UNITED PARCEL SERVICE*
 GROUND – Each box is insured for $100, and 

delivery time is two to seven business days after 
shipment.

 3 DAY SELECT – Will be delivered on 3rd 
business day after shipment.

 2ND DAY AIR – Will be delivered on 2nd 
business day after shipment.

 NEXT DAY AIR – Will be delivered on next 
business day after shipment.

2. MOTOR FREIGHT – (UPS Freight)*
 There is a minimum weight limit of 1,000 pounds.

3. U.S. MAIL – DOMESTIC
 FIRST CLASS – Traceable with USPS Tracking.
 PRIORITY MAIL – Traceable with USPS 

Tracking.
 PARCEL SELECT – Traceable with USPS 

Tracking.

4. FOREIGN
 FIRST CLASS MAIL INTERNATIONAL (under 

4 lbs.) – (Post Office) – Delivery time varies from 
one week to one month. 

* Must have a contact name, physical street address, email address, and valid phone number.



III

ORDERING, PRICING, AND SHIPPING

 PRIORITY MAIL INTERNATIONAL (4 lbs. and 
over) – (Post Office) – Delivery time varies from 
one week to one month.

 UPS EXPRESS/UPS EXPRESS SAVER* – Two to 
five days delivery. Can be traced. 

 UPS EXPEDITED* – Five to seven days delivery. 
Can be traced.

 UPS STANDARD* – Seven to ten days delivery. 
Available to Canada and Mexico only.

 AIR FREIGHT – Five to seven days to the airport. 
Customer will be notified upon arrival. Shipping 
charges will be assessed at actual shipping cost plus 
a handling fee of 10% of the shipping cost or a 
minimum of $10, whichever is greater. The shipping 
charges are exclusive of clearance, duties, and taxes, 
if incurred.

5. WILL CALL (Texas Warehouse)
 The customer is called when the order is ready for 

pickup. A handling fee will be applied.

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING

1.  Payment must be in U.S. funds whether by check or 
money order. VISA, MasterCard, American 
Express, and Discover are accepted.

2.  A.C.E. has established local warehousing in certain 
regions. Customers located in Australia and the 
South Pacific, Canada, Europe, the Philippines, 
CIS and Baltic States, Africa, and South America 
must order directly from their respective warehouses 
unless enrolling in Lighthouse Christian Academy. 
For specific contact information, please go to 
aceministries.com/global-contacts.

* Must have a contact name, physical street address, email address, and valid phone number.

CLAIMS
We take great care in filling, checking, and packing 
your order. However, sometimes errors are made.

1. PACKING LIST – Verify with order upon receipt. 
Backorders will be shipped when available. A.C.E. 
will absorb shipping costs on backorders.

2. MISSING ITEMS – Contact Customer Service for 
a Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) 
within 10 days of receiving the order. 

3. DEFECTIVE MATERIALS – Items will be replaced 
at no charge. Contact Customer Service for a 
Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA), 
identifying the materials and type of defect. Your 
account will be credited for postage incurred in 
returning the materials. Indicate on the form 
whether you would like to have the materials 
replaced or credited to your account. Please enclose 
the packing list.

4. LOST SHIPMENT – If the entire shipment or 
partial shipment has not been received, contact 
Customer Service.

5. DAMAGED SHIPMENT – If delivery is by truck or 
UPS, report damage to the carrier upon receipt. Ask 

the driver to acknowledge the damage in writing. 
Call or email Customer Service. Without the 
carrier’s acknowledgement of the damage, there is 
little chance to collect.

6. DAMAGED MATERIALS – (determined AFTER 
opening shipment) Materials that have been altered 
or damaged by the customer cannot be accepted for 
credit. Contact Customer Service for a Return 
Merchandise Authorization (RMA) within 10 days. 

RETURNS

1. A.C.E. accepts returns from customers for materials 
 purchased within the last 90 days. Materials must be 
returned in saleable condition, unmarked, 
unstamped, with no sign of shelf wear. Note: If Test 
is removed, PACE is nonreturnable.
a.  A 20% restocking fee will be charged for each 

return.
b.  Small amounts and frequent returns are 

discouraged. For example, returns with less than 
$75 total value will incur a minimum $15 
restocking fee.

c.  Not acceptable for credit are CDs, DVDs, 
videos, software, training materials, printed 
forms, and individual components of sets or kits.

CUSTOMER SERVICE



2. PROCEDURE – Contact Customer Service for a 
Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA), and 
include it, with the invoice, in the package being 
returned. We suggest using UPS to ensure tracking 
of return.
a.  Properly wrap, tie, and tape the carton. News-

papers should not be used as packing materials as 
it smears the PACEs.

b.  After processing, proper credit will be applied to 
the customer’s account and a Returns Credit 
Invoice will be forwarded. Please allow three to 
six weeks for  processing.

FOR IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE,
professional customer service representatives are available to  

answer your questions and provide information about  
Accelerated Christian Education products and programs.

PHONE: 1-800-925-7777  
(or 615-612-5166)

Email:  CustomerService@aceministries.com
OrderDesk@aceministries.com 

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Customers are our number one priority.

Accelerated Christian Education 
P.O. Box 2707 
Hendersonville, TN 37077-2707



ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

63008 Basic Literature 8 (6 Study Guides) 3.30

63018 Basic Literature 8 Key (1 Key) 3.30

652218 Resource Books 52.30

God’s Adventurer

Little One, Maid of Israel

When Science Fails

Abraham Lincoln

Ann of Ava

In His Steps

Basic Literature 
These study guides are issued in conjunction with odd-numbered English PACEs. 

The study guides include comprehension questions, a test, and a composition 
assignment for each book in the series. Six resources are required.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

931520 Readmaster Plus 40.00

Computer Software for Required Reading 
Development Skills (speed and comprehension) 
See page 54 for more information.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652440 Word Building PACEs 1085-1096 (12 PACEs) 42.00

40652441 Word Building Keys 1085-1096 (4 Keys) 14.00

Word Building
Your student will learn 65 spelling words in each PACE as he learns to use the 

dictionary as a study tool. Among these words are homonyms, antonyms, commonly 
misspelled words, Greek word parts, and the words of Spanish and French origin. 
Wise sayings that illustrate spelling rules are used throughout each PACE.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

700212 Homeschool Record-Keeping Set (See page 56.) 5.50

Record Keeping
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In
His

Steps
Charles M. Sheldon

Imagine basing your response to every circumstance in life on the answer to that question. How different would your life be today? Is it possible to live in today’s world and follow Jesus’ footsteps?Pastor Henry Maxwell challenged his comfortable, well-to-do congregation to pledge not to do anything, for an entire year, without first asking themselves honestly, “What would Jesus do?” Accepting this challenge, a small group of believers took a tremendous leap of faith that changed not only the direction of their own lives, but that of an entire town.

In His Steps, written by Charles  Sheldon, has sold over 30 million copies and has been translated into 23 different languages. It has changed the lives of Christians around the world and will certainly challenge yours.

ISBN 978-1-56265-011-7

*96*
96 10-18

“What Would Jesus Do?”

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652438 Science PACEs 1085-1096 (12 PACEs) 42.00

40652439 Science Keys 1085-1096 (4 Keys) 14.00

Science
These earth science PACEs introduce specific areas of study such as astronomy, 

volcanology, topography, oceanography, meteorology, and mineralogy with proofs of the 
Creation. Students learn about the perfection of God’s design for the universe. Weather 
science is a fascinating study as part of this curriculum. 

32
Individual PACEs and Score Keys may be purchased separately.
Please visit aceministries.com/store.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652450 Algebra I PACEs 1097-1108 (12 PACEs) 39.60

652451 Algebra I Keys 1097-1108 (4 Keys) 13.20

Algebra I
Basic algebraic concepts are introduced in a carefully structured way so as to make the 

learning material understandable. This curriculum includes principles for logically solving, 
transposing, and canceling algebraic equations.

The student works with:
• Monomial and polynomial expressions
• Algebraic addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
•  Factoring, quadratic equations, positive and negative numbers, averages, percents, interest, 

ratios, and proportions

Level

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652453 English I PACEs 1097-1108 (12 PACEs) 39.60

652454 English I Keys 1097-1108 (4 Keys) 13.20

84 The Swiss Family Robinson 9.85

405 Twice Freed 9.85

English I
In this course your students will enjoy learning about the history of the English language. 

They will also be challenged by the comprehensive review of grammar—including emphasis on 
basic sentence patterns and the eight parts of speech—review and practice of punctuation and 
capitalization along with verb conjugations. Writing skills are again emphasized as students 
are encouraged to think analytically and to write with clarity. This level includes an in-depth 
study of two literature books. 
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World Geography
Can you find Djibouti on a world map? What is the climate like in Afghanistan? What are 

the primary geographical features of Australia? How have the continents of Europe and Asia 
changed since the fall of communism? The answers to these questions, and much more, can be 
found in this world geography course. Included are:
•   Reading, drawing, and interpretation of various kinds of maps and a continent-by-continent 

study of geography
•   An exciting MAP MANIA, double-page world political map, and single-page climate and 

topographical maps

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652461 World Geography PACEs 1097-1108 (12 PACEs) 42.00

40652462 World Geography Keys 1097-1108 (4 Keys) 14.00



ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652458 Etymology PACEs 1097-1108 (12 PACEs) 42.00

40652459 Etymology Keys 1097-1108 (4 Keys) 14.00

Etymology (Word Building)
This course leads students to an understanding of word origins. It also 

demonstrates the value in knowing those origins. An emphasis is placed on 
learning the spellings, meanings, and functions of words. Practice exercises show 
the student how to avoid wordiness and how to be precise in the choice and use 
of words.

Electives
Each high school student should add 1-2 elective courses in Level 9.

Here are some suggested electives:
 • Foreign Language  • Music (1/2 credit)
 • New Testament Survey  • General Business

 • Health (1/2 credit)  • Beginning Art   
See pages 42-46 for course descriptions.        

Computer Software for Required Reading Development Skills 
(speed and comprehension) See page 54 for more information.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

931520 Readmaster Plus 40.00

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

700212 Homeschool Record-Keeping Set (See page 56.) 5.50

Record Keeping
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Individual PACEs and Score Keys may be purchased separately.
Please visit aceministries.com/store.

Biology
When God created our earth, He filled it with a vast array of living creatures. This course explores the 

wonders of that living Creation. Included are studies of birds, mammals, fish, amphibians, reptiles, sponges, 
coelenterates, mollusks, echinoderms, worms, arthropods, plants, and microorganisms. A study of the human 
body includes the integumentary, skeletal, muscular, nervous, circulatory, respiratory, digestive, and endocrine 
systems. Genetics and embryology are incorporated into the study of the human reproductive system. 

Subject masters conduct video-lab experiments for this course. Lab activities are included in each PACE, 
and questions are to be answered while watching the videos. The video labs are available to watch for free 
at aceconnect.com/videos.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652455 Biology PACEs 1097-1108 (12 PACEs)* 42.00

40652456 Biology Keys 1097-1108 (4 Keys)* 14.00

* While this course is being revised to 4th Edition, individual PACEs 
 and Keys may be purchased at aceministries.com/store.

Keep academic 
records indefinitely.

1-800-925-7777
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652470 Geometry PACEs 1109-1120 (12 PACEs) 39.60

652471 Geometry Keys 1109-1120 (4 Keys) 13.20

Geometry
How were the ancient Greeks able to calculate the circumference of the Earth over 

two thousand years ago? With geometry. How many teens can logically come up with the 
answers to the problems they face from day to day? This course:
• Develops the deductive reasoning powers of students
• Reviews previously learned material
•  Introduces new concepts
The student learns:
• Properties and theorems and how to use them for solving problems
• To reason logically and systematically

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652473 English II PACEs 1109-1120 (12 PACEs) 39.60

652474 English II Keys 1109-1120 (4 Keys) 13.20

404 God’s Tribesman 9.85

104 The Hiding Place 8.45

English II
Give your students experience in several areas of writing. This course begins with an 

intensive study of the four kinds of paragraphs and practice writing each. From there, 
students move on to biography and autobiography, with a detailed reading and study 
of God’s Tribesman and The Hiding Place providing examples. The course also includes 
poetic forms and poetry appreciation, but students especially enjoy and are challenged 
by the study of various types of newspaper articles and techniques for writing them. Also 
included is practical application of library skills—how to locate and use the fiction section, 
reference books, and the Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature.

Grammar is an integral part of this course, and special emphasis is placed on correct 
sentence structure and noun and verb functions, including verbals.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652475 World History PACEs 1109-1120 (12 PACEs)* 42.00

40652476 World History Keys 1109-1120 (4 Keys)* 14.00

World History
World history from Creation to the present is viewed from a 

Biblical perspective. The view includes ancient civilizations, the 
Middle Ages, the Renaissance, colonialism, the age of revolution, 
spiritual awakenings, and the missionary outreach. 

Prerequisite: Algebra I10Level
 

NEW

* While this course is being revised to 4th Edition, individual PACEs 
 and Keys may be purchased at aceministries.com/store.
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Electives
Each high school student should add two elective courses in Level 10.

Here are some suggested electives:
 • Foreign Language  • Old Testament Survey
 • Speech (1/2 credit)  • Advanced Art  
See pages 44-46 for course descriptions.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

700212 Homeschool Record-Keeping Set (See page 56.) 5.50

Record Keeping

Individual PACEs and Score Keys may be purchased separately. Please visit aceministries.com/store.

Computer Software for Required Reading Development  
Skills (speed and comprehension) See page 54 for more information.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

931520 Readmaster Plus 40.00

aceministries.com

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652477 Physical Science PACEs 1109-1120 (12 PACEs) 39.60

652478 Physical Science Keys 1109-1120 (4 Keys) 13.20

959552 Physical Science Labs DVD* 43.95

Physical Science
Science does not have to be mind-boggling! The physical science course presents, in clear and understandable 

language, an introduction to chemistry and physics. After finishing the course, the student will have a better 
understanding of science, and a college-bound student will have a good foundation for more rigorous chemistry 
and physics courses. The first PACE has a pop-out section that includes a Periodic Table of the Elements and 
Rules for Solving Problems. 

Each PACE contains a short story interspersed between sections of the text. Each story deals with a particular 
problem faced by many of today’s teens. The character, in the process of solving his problem, applies Scriptural 
principles and demonstrates character development.

Lab activities are included in each PACE, and questions are to be answered while watching the videos. Give 
your student quick, easy access to all the lab experiments by using the Physical Science Labs DVD.

Prerequisite: Algebra I

* Due to security formats, DVDs may only play on certain computers/players.
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Ace and friends impart moral principles and support traditional family values.
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Level
 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652480 Algebra II PACEs 1121-1132 (12 PACEs) 39.60

652481 Algebra II Keys 1121-1132 (4 Keys) 13.20

Algebra II
This advanced study in algebra includes:

•  Parabolas, hyperbolas, permutations, logarithms, and matrices. 
Students learn to operate with:

• Radicals, fractions, and equations
• Arithmetic and geometric sequences

The approach is practical, enabling the student to use his reasoning abilities. The 
program effectively equips your student with necessary knowledge to excel in the real 
world.

Prerequisite: Algebra I

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652483 English III PACEs 1121-1132 (12 PACEs) 39.60

652484 English III Keys 1121-1132 (4 Keys) 13.20

96 In His Steps 9.85

English III (American Literature)
How has America’s history affected its literature? Students find out as they follow the 

chronological presentation of American literature in this course. Included are Christian 
writers whose works are not found in most other American literature courses. Students 
learn how to evaluate an author’s philosophy and style. Appropriate writing activities 
provide challenging experiences in various writing genres.

Each unit incorporates a review of grammar. Emphasis and detailed instruction are 
given in essay writing. Research paper preparation is explained and visualized as a step-
by-step process. 

11

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652720 American History PACEs 1121-1132 (12 PACEs) 42.00

40652721 American History Keys 1121-1132 (4 Keys) 14.00

American History
An appreciation for Biblical influence develops as the student views American history 

from the Colonial period to the present. Beginning with discovery of the New World, the 
study includes the War for Independence, the Jackson era, the War Between the States, 
the two World Wars, America’s foreign relations after World War II, the Cold War, space 
exploration, Civil Rights, the United Nations, Watergate, Vietnam, Desert Storm, the 
War on Terror, and Presidential elections.

1-800-925-777737



ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

700212 Homeschool Record-Keeping Set (See page 56.) 5.50

Record Keeping

Individual PACEs and Score Keys may be purchased separately.
Please visit aceministries.com/store.

Electives
Each high school student should add two elective courses in Level 11.

Here are some suggested electives:
 • Life of Christ  
 • Introduction to Missions (1/2 credit)
 • Foreign Language
See pages 42-46 for course descriptions.

Computer Software for Required Reading Development Skills 
(speed and comprehension) See page 54 for more information.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

931520 Readmaster Plus 40.00

Chemistry
Students are given a solid introduction to the science of chemistry. All units view the material from a Biblical 

perspective and provide necessary helps. This course covers:
 • Organic and inorganic chemistry • Balancing of chemical equations
 • Biochemistry    • Periodic Table of the Elements
 • Molecular bonding   • Properties of metals, nonmetals, and metalloids
 • Chemical reactions   • Chemical equilibrium
 • Gas laws    • Thermodynamics
 • Electrochemistry   • Acids and bases
 • Nuclear chemistry   • Quantitative and qualitative analysis 

Lab activities are included in each PACE, and questions are to be answered while watching the videos. Provide 
your student with the benefits of a live chemistry laboratory with the convenient Chemistry Labs DVD. 

Prerequisites: Physical Science and Algebra I

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652487 Chemistry PACEs 1121-1132 (12 PACEs) 39.60

652488 Chemistry Keys 1121-1132 (4 Keys) 13.20

959553 Chemistry Labs DVD* 43.95

* Due to security formats, DVDs may only play on certain computers/players.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652468 Trigonometry PACEs 1133-1138 (6 PACEs) 21.00

652469 Trigonometry Keys 1133-1138 (2 Keys) 7.00

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652490 English IV PACEs 1133-1144 (12 PACEs) 39.60

652491 English IV Keys 1133-1144 (4 Keys) 13.20

Advanced Dictionary ♦

124 Silas Marner 9.85

125 The Rime of the Ancient Mariner 9.85

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652492 U.S. Civics PACEs 1133-1138 (6 PACEs) 19.80

652493 U.S. Civics Keys 1133-1138 (2 Keys) 6.60

652497 Economics PACEs 1139-1144 (6 PACEs) 19.80

652498 Economics Keys 1139-1144 (2 Keys) 6.60

Trigonometry
The A.C.E. Trigonometry course is a six-PACE, interactive-learning experience for 

the student. Through the use of a graphing calculator, the student is able to solve realistic 
problems about our universe.

Prerequisites: Geometry and Algebra II
PACEs and Score Keys reflect the use of a TI-83 or TI-84 Plus Graphing calculator.

Electives
Each high school student should add two elective courses in Level 12.

Here are some suggested electives:
• Foreign Language  • Christian Growth (1/2 credit) 
• Collectivism (1/2 credit) • Business Math (1 credit)
See pages 41-46 for course descriptions.

English IV (English Literature)
Do your students know what constitutes good literature? They will learn as they 

complete our 12th level English course. All twelve PACEs provide examples and 
analysis of the best literature from various writers and literary periods of British 
literature. Students learn how to evaluate a writer’s style and technique and find reading 
of classical works enriching and enlightening. Along with reading comes opportunity 
for self-expression as students write summaries, comparisons, contrasts, sketches, and 
evaluations. Grammar is an integral part of the course with thorough review of parts of 
speech, sentence structure, and proper usage. Most unique is that the text for grammar 
exercises provides the Biblical perspective of life principles. Writing skills are covered 
along with basics of speech preparation and presentation. 

U.S. Civics/Economics
Do your students realize they have a responsibility toward their government? Do they 

know enough about their government to take part in its processes? This course will help 
prepare them by providing a study of the historical foundations of our government. U.S. 
Civics consists of six full-color PACEs. No resource books are necessary. (1/2 credit) 

Accelerated Christian Education has created a 1/2-credit Economics course that 
introduces students to the Biblical foundations for the study of economic systems. 
Throughout the course, the importance of Biblical ideals and values in the marketplace 
are emphasized. 

Level
 12
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Physics
The basics of physics are practical, interesting, and understandable in this completely self-contained course.  

Full of illustrations and applications, it covers:
• Measurements and mathematics   • Radiation and nuclear energy
• Force and motion      • Electrochemistry
• Momentum and energy    • Magnetism and electrical circuits
• States of matter     • Light and electricity
• Gas laws      • Optics and optical instruments
• Heat and kinetic theory    • Wave motion and sound
Lab activities are included in each PACE, and questions are to be answered while watching the videos. Give 

your student the opportunity to observe intricate physics experiments with the Physics Labs DVD. 
Prerequisites: Algebra I and Physical Science

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

700212 Homeschool Record-Keeping Set (See page 56.) 5.50

Record Keeping

40

Computer Software for Required Reading Development Skills
(speed and comprehension) See page 54 for more information.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

931520 Readmaster Plus 40.00

Individual PACEs and Score Keys may be purchased separately.
Please visit aceministries.com/store.

aceministries.com

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652494 Physics PACEs 1133-1144 (12 PACEs) 39.60

652495 Physics Keys 1133-1144 (4 Keys) 13.20

959554 Physics Labs DVD* 43.95

* Due to security formats, DVDs may only play on certain computers/players.

The parent's responsibility is not to 
answer the student's questions for 
him but to ask leading questions to 
determine the nature of the problem, to 
focus the student's attention on finding 
the solution, and to guide him to find 
the answer. This learned skill will give 
him the tools to be successful in life. He 
may not know the answer, but he can 
find the answer!
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Choose Art™
A Biblical Art Curriculum for Levels 1–5! CHOOSE ART was developed 

by a supervisor experienced in the A.C.E. program and adapts easily to the 
homeschool setting. CHOOSE ART explores the elements of art: line, shape, 
color, texture, form, space, and pattern. Each unit is designed around a scriptural 
theme. Student Booklets contain assignments, vocabulary, and quizzes. CHOOSE 
ART is designed for use one hour per week.

High School
Business Electives
Accounting (1 credit)

This course acquaints students with the nature, scope, vocabulary, and techniques 
of accounting. Intended to provide a firm foundation upon which to build, the course 
includes: introduction to assets, liabilities and capital, journalizing, ledger analysis, 
account management, balance sheet and income statement completion, accounting for 
sales and purchases, inventory control, tax preparation, and partnership and corporate 
accounting.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

60032 Make Me a Rainbow CD-ROM (Homeschool License—Level 1) 39.95

60034 Flowers and Bulrushes CD-ROM (Homeschool License—Level 2) 39.95

60036 Peaceful Pastels CD-ROM (Homeschool License—Level 3) 39.95

60038 Butterfly Wings CD-ROM (Homeschool License—Level 4) 39.95

60040 Where Eagles Soar CD-ROM (Homeschool License—Level 5) 39.95

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* Accounting PACEs 121-132 (Individual PACEs 121-132) 3.30

* Accounting Keys 121-132 (Individual Keys 121-126, 127-132) 3.30

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652024 Business Math PACEs 1-12 (12 PACEs) 42.00

40652025 Business Math Keys 1-12 (4 Keys) 14.00

Business Math (1 credit)
Business Math is a high school elective designed to help students utilize their 

practical knowledge of basic arithmetic to solve various business activities. Beginning 
with a review of arithmetic fundamentals, this course uses these skills in the following 
business applications: calculating payroll, checking and savings accounts, taxes, 
insurance, discounts, purchasing, pricing, and selling. All concepts are clearly presented 
in a self-instructional format, allowing the student to achieve mastery of one concept 
before moving on to a new one. 
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Division by powers of ten occurs frequently in business 

transactions, so it is important that you do it as quickly as possible. 

When the divisor is a power of ten, find the quotient by moving 

the decimal point in the dividend as many places to the left as the 

number of zeros in the divisor. Study the examples below. Fill in 

the blanks as you read. 
To divide by 10, move the decimal point one place to the left.472.34 ÷ 10 = 472.34 = 47.234To divide by 100, move the decimal point two places to the left.
Remember: Every whole number has an understood decimal point

to the right of the last digit. (1)   576 ÷ 100 = 576. = __________To divide by 1,000, move the decimal point three places to the left.
Remember: Sometimes it is necessary to insert zeros as
placeholders when the decimal point is moved.(2)   46.37 ÷ 1,000 = 046.37 =    ________0.

Find the quotient mentally. Write the answer on the blank.
 (3) 63.56 ÷ 10 = _______________ (13) 0.61 ÷ 100 =  _______________

 (4) 56 ÷ 100 =  _______________ 
(14) $16 ÷ 10 =  _______________

 (5) 8.79 ÷ 100 =  _______________ (15) $28 ÷ 1,000 =  _______________

 (6) 7.35 ÷ 1,000 =  _______________ (16) 576 ÷ 10 =  _______________

 (7) 57.3 ÷ 10 =  _______________ 
(17) $758 ÷ 1,000 =  _______________

 (8) 795 ÷ 100 =  _______________ (18) $87.00 ÷ 100 =  _______________

 (9) 35.76 ÷ 10 =  _______________ (19) 1,675 ÷ 100 =  _______________

 (10) 45 ÷ 1,000 =  _______________ (20) $8.75 ÷ 10 =  _______________

 (11) 2.05 ÷ 1,000 =  _______________ 
(21) $15.25 ÷ 1,000 =  _______________

 (12) $35.60 ÷ 10 = _______________ (22) $6,571 ÷ 100 =  _______________

Nita Faithful

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.



Bible/Christian Growth Electives
Christian Growth (1/2 credit)

These PACEs introduce the student to books by leading Christian authors on aspects 
of living a triumphant Christian life. Books used with the PACEs provide examples and 
practical, realistic information that is motivational as well as inspirational. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

41133 Christian Growth PACEs 133-138 (6 PACEs) 19.80

44133 Christian Growth Key 133-138 (1 Key) 3.30

Christian Growth Resource Books

113 The School of Obedience 8.75

140 The Hour That Changes the World 12.45

135 Nervous Christians 9.85

136 Spirit-Controlled Temperament 12.95

137 When a Christian Sins 7.45

138 This Way to Happiness 7.65
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Introduction to Missions (1/2 credit) 
Missionary biography and autobiography have long been recognized as an important key 

to touch the heart and introduce people to worldwide missions. In this course, the student 
gains an appreciation of what has helped shape the course of mission work. The DVDs Beyond 
the Next Mountain and Wings of the Morning are recommended to be used in conjunction with 
PACEs 3 and 6. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

41137 Introduction to Missions PACEs 1-6 (6 PACEs) 19.80

44137 Introduction to Missions Key 1-6 (1 Key) 3.30

Introduction to Missions Resources

142 Peril by Choice 10.95

73 Peace Child 14.95

75 Beyond the Next Mountain 9.85

77 C.T. Studd 11.95

132 The Triumph of John and Betty Stam 9.85

143 Give Up Your Small Ambitions 9.85

156 Flagellant on Horseback 9.85

59627 Beyond the Next Mountain DVD (optional) 9.95

59625 Wings of the Morning DVD (optional) 9.95

General Business (1 credit)
A study introducing upper-level high school students to the world of business: markets, consumer 

studies, advertising, corporations and industries, careers in business, production, labor, federal control, 
international business, banking, and finance.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* General Business PACEs 97-108 (Individual PACEs 97-108) 3.30

* General Business Keys 97-108 (Individual Keys 97-102, 103-108) 3.30

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.

1-800-925-7777



New Testament Survey (1 credit)
A course designed to introduce the student to the penman, the place, the period, the 

problem, the peculiarities, the purpose, and the plan of each book. This course contains a 
special project the student must do before he can complete the final PACE.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652730 New Testament Survey PACEs 1097-1108 (12 PACEs) 42.00

40652731 New Testament Survey Keys 1097-1108 (4 Keys) 14.00

Electives (continued) 

43

Practical Missions (1/2 credit) 
For the Practical Missions elective, high school students participate in the ACEM® Service 

Adventure and complete the Secret of Leadership training PACE (primarily used for school 
staff training) in conjunction with the Soulwinning PACE. These PACEs are provided by 
ACEM® upon acceptance into the Service Adventure program. At the end of the Service 
Adventure, participants receive a certificate stating they have completed the requirements for 
this half credit. Please visit acestudentprograms.com/about-sa for more information.

Life of Christ (1 credit)
Written on the senior high school level, this course will greatly increase the student’s 

understanding of the Gospels. As he studies the background of the Gospels, the world as it was 
in Christ’s day, the Jews—their characteristics and habits—and aspects of Christ’s life, ministry, 
death, and resurrection, he gains insights that will enhance his personal walk with the Saviour.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* Life of Christ PACEs 1133-1144 (Individual PACEs 1133-1144) 3.50

* Life of Christ Keys 1133-1144 (Individual Keys 1133-1135, 1136-1138, 1139-1141, 1142-1144) 3.50

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.

New Testament Church History (1 credit)
A fascinating study tracing the roots of church history. The approach develops in the 

student an appreciation of the role of the church from its earliest days. Intended for the upper-
level high school student, the subject matter explains God’s plan for the formation and spread 
of the church and the extension of the Gospel.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* New Testament Church History PACEs 121-132 (Individual PACEs 121-132) 3.30

43121 New Testament Church History Key 121-132 (1 Key) 3.30

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.
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New TesTameNT survey

NOTE: Remember to place  a check (�) in each  instruction check box (    )  after reading the assigned  Scripture passage.

1

To learn about:
The Gospel of Mark I. Penman
 II. Period and Place III. Peculiarities
	 IⅤ.	 Purpose
	 Ⅴ.	 Plan

The Gospel of Luke
 I. Penman
 II. Period and Place III. Peculiarities
	 IⅤ.	 Purpose
	 Ⅴ.	 Plan

To learn to express to others the same mercy, grace, compassion, and kindness that Jesus Christ has so freely imparted to me—to be gracious
To memorize and say Luke 4:22

Goals

�2017 Accelerated Christian Education, Inc.
All rights reserved. Printed in the United States of 
America. This PACE may not be reproduced in whole or 
part in any form or by any means without permission from 
Accelerated Christian Education, Inc.

To learn to grow in a deeper comprehension of Jesus Christ that leads me to a greater understanding of His Word and His will for my life—to be knowledgeable
To memorize and say Romans 11:33 

Gracious
And all bare him witness, and wondered at the gracious words which proceeded out of his mouth. And they said, Is not this Joseph’s son? 

Luke 4:22

Scripture Verses

Knowledgeable
O the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God! how unsearchable are his judgments, and his ways past finding out!

    Romans 11:33

8Score pages 7 and 8.
Correct mistakes.

Rescore.

C

 (21)                  .

C

8

Find the hidden message by unscrambling the clue words. Then use the letters in the circles to fill in the 

blanks at the bottom of the page. Be sure to keep the letters in the order they appear. HINT: The clue 

words come from the activities, verses, and information on the “Tabernacle According to John” and the 

“I AMs” of John on page 6.

Hidden Message

 (1) RIRROUSEENCT

 (2) BARDE

 (3) OTEVCANN

 (4) GTHIL

 (5) DEPEHRSH

 (6) VIEN

 (7) NEICENS

 (8) TUOCR

 (9) SNLIEDAKTCC

 (10) RODO

 (11) SNEACD

 (12) CERYM

 (13) TTHUR

 (14) AYW

 (15) NEZRAB

 (16) DEHRAWBES

 (17) FIEL

 (18) NIFESDIH

 (19) TALRA

 (20) MABL

NEW
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Soulwinning
Challenge your students to be soulwinners! Give them the necessary information 

and tools to be effective in reaching the lost for Christ! This training PACE instructs 
students in the Biblical mandate for winning souls; how to approach the lost in a 
caring, tactful way; appropriate questions to ask to create a desire to hear the Gospel; 
what Scripture passages to use when presenting the Gospel; how to clearly present the 
plan of salvation; and how to make soulwinning part of their daily lives. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

42001 Soulwinning PACE 3.50

43001 Soulwinning Key 3.50

Old Testament Survey (1 credit)
A comprehensive course that will provide the high school student a book-by-book 

understanding of the Old Testament. The chronology, history, setting, and content of 
the Old Testament are examined in such a way that the student’s comprehension is 
increased. Of special interest are Old Testament covenants and time periods.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

40652734 Old Testament PACEs 1109-1120 (12 PACEs) 42.00

40652735 Old Testament Keys 1109-1120 (4 Keys) 14.00

Advanced Art (1 credit)
Advanced studies in art that increase high school students’ appreciation for art 

with an emphasis on the symbols, shapes, observation and perspective, light and shade, 
variety and mood, color, the drawing of people and clothes, landscapes, lettering, and 
layouts. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* Advanced Art PACEs 97-108 (Individual PACEs 97-108) 3.30

No Key Required

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.

Fine Arts Electives
Beginning Art (1 credit)

A course designed to introduce junior high school students to the world of art and 
its techniques: the tools of art, shapes, line variation and shading, texture, the color 
wheel, landscapes, head shapes, focal points, perspective, and lettering. Intended to 
give students a good understanding of the concepts of art. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* Beginning Art PACEs 73-84 (Individual PACEs 73-84) 3.30

No Key Required

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.

aceministries.com

NEW
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There’s a Psalm for 

every occasion of life. 

Happy, sad, upset, 

defeated, victorious—go 

to the Psalms to find a 

song for your situation.

D. Subjects of the Psalms

The following are the categories of the Psalms with a brief description of each one:

Alphabetical or Acrostic Psalms use the letters of the Hebrew alphabet as the first letter of 

a line, verse, or stanza. Since there are 22 letters in the Hebrew alphabet, some Psalms with 

22 verses are a Hebrew acrostic where each verse begins with the next letter of the Hebrew 

alphabet. Psalm 119 uses a letter of the Hebrew alphabet as the title of each eight-verse stanza.

Ascent or Degree Psalms are those that were used by pilgrims ascending from Jericho to 

Jerusalem to celebrate various feasts. These were always joyous times in the lives of God’s people.

Elohistic Psalms are those where the name God is used more than LORD. God comes from 

the Hebrew word “Elohim,” whereas LORD is from the Hebrew word “Yahweh.” You will 

find both names God and LORD in these Psalms, but the prominent name will be God.

Hallelujah Psalms are easy to recognize because they use the term meaning “praise 

Jehovah!” Fourteen of the Psalms begin, end, or begin and end with the phrase, “Praise 

ye the LORD,” including the last five Psalms. What better way to end the Book of Psalms!

Historical Psalms relate historical events in the life of the nation of Israel, most notably 

Psalm 78. It recites the early history of the nation as a warning to the present generation 

not to repeat their mistakes. Some Psalms classified otherwise are also historical in nature.

Imprecatory Psalms implore God to avenge His people against those who persecute 

them. To imprecate means “to invoke evil upon.” The vengeance that will someday be 

poured out upon the wicked is brought out in these Psalms.

Messianic Psalms are about the coming of the Messiah. The most familiar of these 

are Psalm 22, 23, and 24, which are a trilogy showing past, present, and future.

Penitential Psalms contain a deep repentance from sin. There is sorrow of heart from the one who 

sinned against the LORD. He comes to make a full confession and pleads for cleansing and mercy.

Praise or Thanksgiving Psalms are full of praise and gratitude to God for Who He is and what He has 

done, is doing, and will do for His people. Some Psalms categorized otherwise are also Praise Psalms.

Royal Psalms apply to the coronation of the king, such as a political leader returning from a conquest.  

These Psalms can easily be applied to the worship of the King of kings. Many of these are also Messianic.

Put the letter of the correct answer on the blank.

 (1) Alphabetical

 (2) Ascent

 (3) Elohistic

 (4) Hallelujah

 (5) Historical

 (6) Imprecatory

 (7) Messianic

 (8) Penitential

 (9) Praise

 (10) Royal

(A) apply to the coronation of the king

(B) concern the coming of the Messiah

(C) contain a deep repentance from sin

(D) implore God to avenge His people  

against those who persecute them

(E) full of praise and gratitude to God

(F) relate historical events in the life of the nation of Israel

(G) use the name God more than LORD

(H) use the term meaning “praise Jehovah”

(I) used by pilgrims ascending to Jerusalem to celebrate feasts

(J) use the first letters of the Hebrew alphabet as the first letter of 

a line, verse, or stanza

4

Old TesTamenT survey

David

Solomon

1
�2018 Accelerated Christian Education, Inc.

All rights reserved. Printed in the United States of 
America. This PACE may not be reproduced in whole or 
part in any form or by any means without permission from 
Accelerated Christian Education, Inc.

Ready
This Ezra went up from Babylon; and he was a ready scribe in the law of Moses, which the LORD God of Israel had given: and the king granted him all his request, according to the hand of the LORD his God upon him. 

Ezra 7:6

Scripture Verses

Steadfast
For then shalt thou lift up thy face without spot; yea, thou shalt be 

stedfast, and shalt 
not fear. Job 11:15

GoalsTo learn about:
The Book of Psalms I. General Introduction II. Book One Selected Psalms III. Book Two Selected Psalms	 IⅤ.	 Book Three Selected Psalms	 Ⅴ.	 Book Four Selected Psalms	 ⅤI.	 Book Five Selected PsalmsThe Book of The Proverbs

The Book of Ecclesiastes I. Vanity of Earthly Things II. Lessons to Be Learned III. Conclusion 
The Book of The Song of SolomonTo learn the background of each book studiedTo understand that the Bible gives the spiritual man’s view of life as well as the natural man’s view

To understand that your Christian life is not to be a mechanical, religious existence but a relationship of love between you and the Lord Jesus

To learn to quickly respond to the commands and desires of Jesus Christ with the attitude, “not my will, but thine be done”—to be ready

To memorize and say Ezra 7:6
To learn to be firmly fixed on doing God’s will and resolving to accomplish it regardless of circumstances or human frailties—to be steadfast

To memorize and say Job 11:15

NOTE: Be sure to place a check (�)  in each instruction check box (    ) after reading the assigned Scripture passage.
1
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Music (1/2 credit)
If you don’t know the difference between a sharp and a flat, an oboe and a clarinet, a tenor and 

a bass, or a symphony and an opera, this course is for you! Designed for the serious music students, 
this six-PACE course introduces students to various kinds of instruments and instructs them on 
how to read music, find notes on a keyboard, and learn to recognize notes, key signatures, and time 
signatures.

The final PACE, Developing an Appreciation for Music, presents biographies of well-known 
composers and requires two audio CDs with one or more selections by each composer. Students are 
tested on their ability to recognize theme music from some of the selections.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652221 Music PACEs 1-6 (6 PACEs) 19.80
* Music Keys 1-6 (Individual Keys 1-3, 4-6) 3.30

652200 Music Appreciation CD (2 CDs) 19.70

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.

Speech (1/2 credit)
The basics of effective speaking are covered in this course with such fundamentals as: 

stage presence, diaphragmatic breathing, articulation, effective gestures, and inflection. 
Students are instructed in how to deal with stage fright, how to convert nervous tension into 
positive energy, and how to relax and express emotion and enthusiasm. 
So that individuals can approach an audience with confidence, they are 
shown how to mark a script, they are provided with tips on memorization 
skills, and they are given rehearsal tips and self-evaluation help. Students 
learn how to apply what they have learned in the PACEs through the 
presentation of speeches. A DVD of sample presentations offers hands-
on experience in platform performance. It is recommended that an adult 
monitor the student’s progress in this course.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652220 Speech PACEs 1-6 (6 PACEs) 19.80

* Speech Keys 1-6 (Individual Keys 1-3, 4-6) 3.30

59201 Speech Illustrated DVD** (optional) 21.95

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.
** Due to security formats, DVDs may only play on certain computers/players.

Government Electives
Collectivism (1/2 credit)

This course traces the history of collectivism, starting with the revolt of Satan and the 
subsequent fall of man. It concludes with a detailed look at the major twentieth-century 
“isms.” The study is designed to give students an awareness of the humanistic aspects of 
“ism” ideologies from a Biblical point of view.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* Collectivism PACEs 133-138 (Individual PACEs 133-138) 3.30
* Collectivism Keys 133-138 (Individual Keys 133-135, 136-138) 3.30

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.
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Spanish I (1 credit) 

In this unique DVD-Activity Pac format, the DVDs present the instructional content and 
the Activity Pacs provide the drill and learning activities. The course consists of a 12-volume 
instructional DVD set, 12 Activity Pacs, 1 Test DVD, and 4 Score Keys. 

You will appreciate the special features included in this unique instructional design that 
provides academic excellence with Biblical emphasis and wisdom principles. Your high school 
students will enjoy learning conversational Spanish and Spanish grammar with this innovative 
Spanish I course. (DVDs are required.)

Health Elective
Health (1/2 credit)

Health issues of vital concern to the well-being of the body are covered 
in this course. Material includes: basic information about the human body—
its functions and limitations, malnutrition, nutrition and the well-balanced 
diet, exercise and physical fitness, first aid and safety, health hazards, cancer, 
heart disease, and AIDS.

Language Electives
French (1 credit)

High school students are introduced to the French language with special emphasis on developing 
good reading skills. Upon completion students should have an understanding of the accidence 
(inflection of words) of the French language and will have had several opportunities to utilize the 
lessons learned through practice reading and taped lectures. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* French PACEs 97-108 (Individual PACEs 97-108) 3.30
* French Keys 97-108 (Individual Keys 97-102, 103-108) 3.30

960395 French Audio DVD** (required—1 DVD) 47.75

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* Spanish I Activity Pacs 1-12 (Individual Activity Pacs 1-12) 2.40

* Spanish I Keys 1-12 (Individual Keys 1-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12) 3.30

960380 Spanish DVD** (12 Volumes plus Test DVD) 64.95

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

652732 Health PACEs 1-6 (6 PACEs) 19.80

652733 Health Keys 1-6 (2 Keys) 6.60

46

Au commencement, Dieu créa les cieux  
et la terre.  
Genèse 1:1

The Constitution (1/2 credit if completed with Collectivism)
A detailed study on the origins and foundations of the Constitution; the organization and administration 

of the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of government as outlined in the first three articles of 
the Constitution; and the meaning and application of the remainder of the Constitution. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* The Constitution PACEs 133-136 (Individual PACEs 133-136) 3.30

* The Constitution Keys 133-136 (Individual Keys 133-135, 136) 3.30

121 The Federalist Papers 7.65

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.
** Due to security formats, DVDs may only play on certain computers/players.

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.
** Due to security formats, DVDs may only play on certain computers/players.

1-800-925-7777

Food 
Groups
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Fruits

Grains

Milk
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Advanced High School or 
College Curriculum 

47
Note: A.C.E. does not offer college credit for these courses except when enrolled in Accelerated College of the Bible International 
acem.org. Credits may not be accepted or transferable to all colleges.

Greek I
An introductory course in the Greek of the New Testament designed to enable 

the student to read from the Greek New Testament. Vocabulary, grammar, and 
accidence are the major studies, ending with an application of all grammar learned 
by translating I John. (May be waived by a student who has previous college credit 
or who has shown proficiency in Basic Greek.) 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* Greek I PACEs 121-132 (Individual PACEs 121-132) 3.30

* Greek I Keys 121-132 (Individual Keys 121-126, 127-132) 3.30

Greek I Resource Books

126 Greek New Testament (Textus Receptus) 9.50

480 Greek Handbook 6.55

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.

Greek II
An intermediate course of New Testament Greek specializing in translation 

drills, grammar, and syntax reviews. Prerequisite: Greek I. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* Greek II PACEs 11-20 (Individual PACEs 11-20) 3.30

* Greek II Keys 11-20 (Individual Keys 11-15, 16-20) 3.30

Greek II Resource Books

126 Greek New Testament (Textus Receptus) 9.50

480 Greek Handbook 6.55

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.

English Composition I
A study of the fundamentals of English composition: grammar, parts of speech, 

punctuation, mechanics, spelling, and the actual construction of sentences, 
paragraphs, and compositions.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* English Composition I PACEs 1-10 (Individual PACEs 1-10) 3.30

* English Composition I Keys 1-10 (Individual Keys 1-5, 6-10) 3.30

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.

Theos (Θεóѕ)
GOD, the one true GOD which denotes His 
power and preeminence, His unoriginated,

immutable, eternal and self-sustained existence 

Kurios (κύριοs)
LORD, Master, Owner, signifying having power

DĒspoTes (Δεσπότηs)
LORD, One who possesses supreme authority, 
absolute ownership, and uncontrolled power, it  
is used in reference to Christ

sŌTĒr (Σωτήр)
SAVIOUR, A saviour, deliverer, preserver, is
used of God

DiDAsKALos (Διδάσκαλоѕ)
MASTER, a Teacher, as a title of address to 

Christ. It is used by Christ of Himself.  

English Composition II
This course is designed to aid the student in developing his writing skills. The 

techniques of effective writing such as introductions; paragraph development; 
narrative, descriptive, and expository writing; comparison and contrast; and many 
other features that are essential to good writing are discussed and practiced. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* English Composition II PACEs 1-10 (Individual PACEs 1-10) 3.50

* English Composition II Keys 1-10 (Individual Keys 1-5; 6-10) 3.50

*Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.
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Note: A.C.E. does not offer college credit for these courses except when enrolled  
in Accelerated College of the Bible International acem.org. Credits may not be  
accepted or transferable to all colleges.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* Precalculus PACEs 11-20 (Individual PACEs 11-20) 3.30

* Precalculus Keys 11-20 (Individual Keys 11-15, 16-20) 3.30

* Precalculus Solution Keys (Individual Keys 11-15, 16-20) 3.30

Precalculus
This course readies the student for college-level calculus. The material covers 

the scope of trigonometry—the functions, inverse functions, combination functions, 
coordinates, and the function laws.

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* College Math PACEs 1-10 (Individual PACEs 1-10) 3.30

* College Math Keys 1-10 (Individual Keys 1-5, 6-10) 3.30

211 Man’s Mathematical Models 14.95

College Math
This introduction to various mathematical concepts covers such topics as sets, 

logic, functions, and mathematical systems. 

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

* Introduction to Physical Science PACEs 1-10 (Individual PACEs 1-10) 3.30

* Introduction to Physical Science Keys 1-10 (Individual Keys 1-5, 6-10) 3.30

Introduction to Physical Science
A course introducing the student to various areas of science using a Biblical 

viewpoint.

* Visit aceministries.com/store for item numbers.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

4045000 Origins and Science PACEs 1-10 (10 PACEs) 35.00

4045100 Origins and Science Keys 1-10 (2 Keys) 7.00

Origins and Science Resource Books

A Case for Creation

Evolution: The Fossils Still Say NO! ♦

Scientific Creationism ♦

Genesis: “In the Beginning . . .” ♦

The Genesis Flood ♦

Origins and Science
A basic introduction to the Biblical and scientific case for Creationism and literal 

belief in the scientific accuracy and reliability of the Biblical record. 
Prerequisites: Biology, Physical Science, Chemistry, Physics

♦ Not available from A.C.E.
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ABCs for English Learners
The new ABCs for English Learners is a combination of Speaking 

English with Ace and Christi (page 50) and ABCs with Ace and Christi 
(page 15). The 30- to 36-week program allows students who passed the 
ABCs with Ace and Christi Post Test to begin working on the first-level 
English PACEs by week 19. Geared for ages 5 through 9, this course has 
also been written with second-language educators in mind. Students will 
learn verbal communication through games, songs, stories, poems, and 
other activities while learning to read.

Set includes:
• Manuals 1, 2, 3, and 4
•  ABCs with Ace and Christi Pretest
• ABCs Review Manual
• Tactile and Kinetic Cards (Set of 36)
• Phonics Flashcards (Set of 35)
• Speaking English with Ace and Christi Song CD
• ABCs Songs CD
• Salvation Songs for Children—Select Edition
• Math PACEs 1001-1012 (12 PACEs)
• English PACEs 1001-1012 (12 PACEs)
• Word Building PACEs 1001-1012 (12 PACEs)
• Science PACEs 1001-1012 (12 PACEs)
• Social Studies PACEs 1001-1012 (12 PACEs)
• Animal Science PACEs 1001-1012 (12 PACEs)
• Bible Reading PACEs 1001-1012 (12 PACEs)
• Speaking English with Ace and Christi Activity Pacs 1-12
•  Student Set 

Includes: Student Progress Chart (1), Coloring Sheets (45/pkg.), 
Post Test with Key (1), Diploma (1), Bible Stickers (30), Assorted 
Stars (35 of 7 colors), Goal Card (20/pkg.), Progress Report (1), 
Master Record Sheet (1)

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

60260 ABCs for English Learners Set 398.00

60265 ABCs for English Learners Training PACE 5.95

60266 ABCs for English Learners Training Score Key 2.40

Salvation Songs for Children—
Select Edition includes over 
100 favorite childhood songs.

A four-volume daily instructional manual 
contains detailed step-by-step, easy-to-follow, 
complete plans for each day. 

Each child receives a 
special diploma for 
completion of the 
program.

Phonics flashcards build 
visual recognition and 
correlate stories to letter 
sounds.

Tactile-Kinetic cards 
imprint the shape of the 
letters in the child’s mind.

The Post Test evaluates 
reading ability and 
determines when the 
student begins first-level 
English PACEs.

The ABCs with Ace and 
Christi Pretest determines 
a child’s readiness for 
the ABCs with English 
Learners program.

The ABCs with Ace and 
Christi Review Manual 
is a refresher course 
of the alphabet and of 
vocabulary previously 
learned.

A progress report allows objective 
reporting of the child’s progress.49

 P  © 1996 A.C.E., Inc.
P.o. Box 299000 
lewisville, texas 75029-9000
duplication Prohibited

         8-14       60225

 P  © 2000 A.C.E., Inc.
P.O. Box 299000 
Lewisville, Texas 75029-9000
Duplication Prohibited

                  930404

•Vocal and Instrumental
    •Instrumental Only

Song CDs reinforce 
phonetic sounds, 
enhance long-
term memory, and 
encourage motor 
coordination.
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lSpeaking English with

Ace and Christi 
The Speaking English with Ace and Christi program provides the means for the young 

school-aged child who does not speak English as his first language to become sufficiently 
acquainted with spoken English to prepare him for reading the English language. Speaking 
English with Ace and Christi includes a series of 60 lessons intended to help young children 
learn conversational English skills at levels appropriate for the successful comprehension of 
and participation in the ABCs with Ace and Christi program.

This program provides lessons for aural and oral language development, which include:
•  English language for everyday listening and speaking, which will allow children to function 

in homeschool activities and routine.
•  English vocabulary necessary for children to succeed in the ABCs with Ace and Christi 

program in English and in the Word Building PACEs 1001-1012.
•  English communication structures, which allow children to express verbally their questions, 

statements, needs, and ideas in English.
•  English language skills necessary for children to progress through A.C.E. math, English, 

social studies, and science: PACEs 1001-1012 in English.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

60224 Speaking English with Ace and Christi Kit
(Includes 2 Manuals and an audio CD)

149.95

For the required Activity Pacs, visit aceministries.com/store.

English As Your Second Language items 
may be purchased separately. Please
visit aceministries.com/store.

English As Your Second Language provides:

•   Intense reading and phonemic (sound 
system) mastery, including phonics and 
linguistic-type activities

•   Total Physical Response (TPR) (concrete 
understandable English)

•   Math-oriented lessons with semi-
translation of numerals to communicate 
the names

•   Powerful presentations integrating audio, 
visual, and kinesthetic ways to learn 
whereby the student is more than a viewer, 
but an active participant through the 
variety of approaches and activities in 
each lesson

English As Your Second Language
This DVD and study guide course is geared for adult thinking at an adult maturity level. 

This means the student should have some degree of motivation to learn English and be willing 
to review a lesson until he understands it. Lessons are short and fast-paced, designed so that the 
non-English-speaking student can complete it in 6-12 months. By that time, he should have 
reached an intermediate level of proficiency. The course lends itself to a small group review 
or to individual use. It is self-paced, self-instructional, nonthreatening and individualized, and 
places no unrealistic demands on the student. Excellent for use by organizations who want to 
provide this as a community service, the course includes ten DVDs and one workbook.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

960260 English As Your Second Language* 54.95

* Due to security formats, DVDs may only play on certain computers/players.



Adult Literacy

Videophonics is also available in twelve individual units that may be 
purchased one at a time. Please visit aceministries.com/store.

Videophonics® (Literacy Program for Ages 9 to Adult)
A.C.E. has combined its phonics-based program with technology to develop reading skills in 

students aged 9 through adult. The Videophonics literacy program uses DVDs and workbooks to 
give English-speaking students the necessary tools to be able to read. The program includes letter 
sound exercises, blending exercises, practice exercises, and applications of reading and writing 
skills. Research proves that 76 percent of Americans learn better visually than verbally. The 
combination of technology with a time-tested phonics method makes learning to read easier.

A complete Videophonics kit includes:
• Skill-Pack Workbooks (12) 
• Videophonics DVDs (12)

51 1-800-925-7777

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

960280 Videophonics Kit* 84.95

* Due to security formats, DVDs may only play on certain computers/players.
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Programa de Estudios en Español

Pouvez-vous croire ceci?
Maintenant fourni par A.C.E.:
Le Programme des ABC avec Sage et Christa

■ Les ABC avec Sage et Christa

■ Leçons Avancées

■ Zoologie 1001–1012

■ Sciences 1001–1060

■ Construction de Vocabulaire 1001–1060

■ Lecture Biblique 1001-1012

■ Français 1001–1060

■ Études Sociales 1001–1060

■ Mathématiques 1001–1060 

    For a complete listing of all French material and more 
information on implementing an English/French bilingual 
program, call 1-800-925-7777 or 615-612-5200.

■ Programa de las ABCes de A.C.E.

■ Español 1001-1012

■ Español y Ortografía 1013-1072

■ Construcción de Palabras 1001-1024

■ Letra Cursiva 1025-1036

■ Matemáticas 1001-1072

■ Ciencias Naturales 1001-1072

■ Estudios Sociales 1001-1072

■ Exámenes Diagnósticos

■ Materiales de Capacitación

■ Bilingual Forms

    For a complete listing of all Spanish 
material and more information on 
implementing an English/Spanish 
bilingual program, call 1-800-925-7777  
or 615-612-5200.

French Curriculum
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Every educator has a set of tools he uses to ensure his Learning Center succeeds. The Educators’ Workshop 

is your online in-service training where you may enhance your skills and understanding. These timely, power-

packed sessions are being produced regularly in the form of online videos. Whether you have used the A.C.E. 

curriculum for years or are new to the program, you will greatly benefit from the spiritual encouragement and 

helpful tips found in these sessions. 

Website
aceministries.com

eBul let ins
aceministries.com/news

• Set aside an hour weekly for staff to watch and discuss an Educators’ Workshop session. 

• Have staff that are new to your educational ministry watch assigned sessions.  

• Have each staff member pick out a different session they are most interested in viewing. 

• Prior to a new school year, pick out sessions for your staff to watch each month together or individually. 

• Consider hosting a fellowship where your staff may gather and watch a session.

• Encourage each other to set aside time to individually watch sessions.

Tips to Utilize the Educators’ Workshop in Your School

Website EMAIL SOCIAL MEDIA

Connect with A.C.E. through . . .

Facebook
facebook.com/acecurriculum

Twitter
twitter.com/acecurriculum

YouTube
youtube.com/aceschooloftomorrow

Instagram
instagram.com/a.c.ecurriculum

LinkedIn
linkedin.com/company/acecurriculum

Educational and 
Uplifting Sessions

Available 24/7For Both Schools 
and Homeschools

Free Access

53



System Requirements
Operating Systems: Memory: Minimum 512 MB RAM
 • Windows® 10 Hard Drive: Minimum 200 MB free hard drive space 
 • Windows® 8.1 
 • Windows® 8

®

Readmaster Plus is an educational software suite that will enhance your students’ 
educational experiences. With four powerful educational programs, students will be 
encouraged because they will be able to see and experience tangible results.   

To order a one-year license with unlimited usage for 
each computer license purchased, call 1-800-925-7777 
or email customerservice@aceministries.com. License 
activation is required after installation.

Computerized Typing Program for Levels 1–6
Typemaster instructs students in computer keyboard skills. The touch-typing 
program comprises six sections, each containing twelve complete tutorial lessons. 

Computerized Mathematic Flashcard Program
Math Builder is designed to provide drill and practice in basic math concepts.
This “electronic flashcard” features addition, subtraction, multipli cation, division, 
fractions, decimals, time, and money.

Computerized Reading Program for All Levels
With Readmaster, A.C.E.’s computerized reading program, students in all levels 
can improve their reading rate and comprehension.

Vocabulary Software Levels 2–8
Word Builder is designed to improve a student's vocabulary skills. The 
student evaluates proper spellings and meanings and learns to avoid common 
misspellings. Minimum instruction time is necessary.
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Includes Readmaster, Typemaster, Math Builder, and Word Builder

For more information, visit  
aceconnect.com/readmaster-plus.
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Every educator has a set of tools he uses to ensure his Learning Center succeeds. The Educators’ Workshop 

is your online in-service training where you may enhance your skills and understanding. These timely, power-

packed sessions are being produced regularly in the form of online videos. Whether you have used the A.C.E. 

curriculum for years or are new to the program, you will greatly benefit from the spiritual encouragement and 

helpful tips found in these sessions. 

Website
aceministries.com

eBul let ins
aceministries.com/news

• Set aside an hour weekly for staff to watch and discuss an Educators’ Workshop session. 

• Have staff that are new to your educational ministry watch assigned sessions.  

• Have each staff member pick out a different session they are most interested in viewing. 

• Prior to a new school year, pick out sessions for your staff to watch each month together or individually. 

• Consider hosting a fellowship where your staff may gather and watch a session.

• Encourage each other to set aside time to individually watch sessions.

Tips to Utilize the Educators’ Workshop in Your School

Website EMAIL SOCIAL MEDIA

Connect with A.C.E. through . . .

Facebook
facebook.com/acecurriculum

Twitter
twitter.com/acecurriculum

YouTube
youtube.com/aceschooloftomorrow

Instagram
instagram.com/a.c.ecurriculum

LinkedIn
linkedin.com/company/acecurriculum

Educational and 
Uplifting Sessions

Available 24/7For Both Schools 
and Homeschools

Free Access



Bible Stickers
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Accessories and Supplies

A.C.E. Bible

A.C.E. Character Posters

Character Puppets

Flag Set
LEARNING CHARACTER

with

Ace and Christi

Coloring Book

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

430070 Bible Stickers (130) 1.65

175 Accelerated Christian Education Bible 18.15

430004 Flag Set (U.S. Flag, Christian Flag, Stand) 2.75

430068 A.C.E. Character and Character Trait Stickers 
6 sheets of 20

2.00

430097 Baba Stuffed Animal 10.00

430100 Ace Hand Puppet 7.95

430101 Christi Hand Puppet 7.95

430102 Miriam Hand Puppet 7.95

430114 A.C.E. Character Posters
12" x 18", set of 18

8.95

199 Learning Character with Ace and Christi Coloring Book 1.00

Character Stickers Character Animal

Ace and friends model 
responsibility,

character, and self-discipline.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

700212 Homeschool Record-Keeping Set (One needed for each student) 5.50

Academic Projection Toward Graduation

Academic Record Master Record Sheet

Assorted Stars Progress Report

Bible Stickers Student Progress Chart

Goal Card (20/pkg.)

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

219370 Spanish Homeschool Record-Keeping Set (One needed for each student) 5.50

Assorted Stars Spanish Master Record Sheet

Bible Stickers Spanish Progress Report

Spanish Academic Record Spanish Student Progress Chart

Spanish Goal Card (25/pkg.)

The Goal Card is where the child enters the exact PACE page 
numbers to be completed each day in each subject. 

The Student Progress Chart is a motivational tool on which the 
child places colored stars in the appropriate spaces upon successful 
completion of a PACE. 

The student Progress Report (report card) and the Master 
Record Sheet are to be filled out by the parent. The Master Record 
Sheet is a multipart form used for maintaining or reporting each 
child’s records. PACE Test scores are recorded on the Master 
Record Sheet upon completion of each PACE Test; then scores are 
transferred to the student Progress Report card quarterly. 

The Academic Record serves as a transcript for families who 
keep their own records. Information to be added to each student 
record includes achievement test scores, mental maturity records, 
and academic scores. Please refer to the Home Educator’s Manual for 
instruction in using this record.
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Maintain 
professional records.

Record-Keeping Sets

Set Up Your  
Record-Keeping System

aceministries.com

 This report of the student’s work, social, and personal progress 

reflects a joint evaluation by supervisor and student after a 

working period of nine weeks. Each child matures according to his own rate and ability. 

The staff has endeavored to design a report that will accurately 

reflect your child’s own rate of progress and relate it as 

reasonably as possible to his peers.
 If you have any questions, please call the office.

DESIRABLE HABITS AND TRAITS

WORK HABITS

SOCIAL TRAITS

PERSONAL TRAITS Student  

School  

 Year Supervisor  

STUDENT PROGRESS REPORT

E-Excellent G-Good S-Satisfactory N-Needs Improvement

10-18

316

Quarters1 2 3 4

Follows directionsWorks well independentlyDoes not disturb othersTakes care of materialsCompletes work requiredAchieves computer assignments

Quarters1 2 3 4

Is courteous
Gets along well with othersExhibits self-controlShows respect for authorityResponds well to correctionPromotes school spirit

Quarters1 2 3 4

Ability to establish own goalsSuccessfully reaches goalsDisplays flexibilityShows creativityGeneral overall progressAttitude toward computer learning



A.C.E. IS 
MORE THAN A PACE

IT’S A PROGRAM
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STUDENT
PROGRAMS

SERVICE 
ADVENTURE

For two weeks in the 
summer, join ACEM as 
we travel across the 
world to help schools in 
need.

Service Adventure is a 
missions trip for students 
16 or older and adults 
associated with A.C.E. 
During these two exciting 
weeks, you will be 
constructing offices, 
developing and presenting 
puppet shows to minister to 
children, building bulletin 
boards, and leading people 
to Jesus Christ! You will be 
challenged to grow closer 
to the Lord as you serve 
outside your comfort zone in 
a new country.

EDUCATIONAL 
ASSISTANCE

What are your child’s 
plans after graduation?

The Educational Assistance 
program is for high school 
graduates and adults of all 
ages to serve in a school 
using A.C.E. curriculum 
for at least half and up to 
a full school year. These 
schools are all around the 
world! We have schools 
desperately seeking the 
help of graduates who can 
help their students learn 
English or who can serve 
as monitors, supervisors, 
Sunday school teachers, and 
more!

BLESS
BLESS is an educational 
tool provided to 
underprivileged children 
in order to provide an 
opportunity to introduce 
them to Jesus Christ!

BLESS is a 12- to 15-
week program that reaches 
children who are neglected 
by the world. Many of these 
children do not have homes 
or families and some do 
not even know their own 
names. With your donations 
we are able to set up BLESS 
Centers for these children 
to learn how to read and, 
most important, to learn 
about Jesus! Hundreds of 
children, their parents, and 
their siblings accept Jesus 
into their hearts each year 
through BLESS!

Visit:  
aceministries.com/service

Visit: 
aceministries.com/ea

Visit:  
 aceministries.com/BLESS

®

®



RSC
Students can discover 

and develop their many 

God-given gifts and 

talents to be used in their 

ministries.

57 Locations Globally!

Regional Student Convention

iSC
Students can learn about 

dedication, striving for 

excellence, patience, and 

commitment while they 

prepare for and compete 

with students from 

around the globe.

inteRnational Student Convention

STUDENT CONVENTIONS
e n g a g e  •  m i n i s t e r  •  i m p a c t

aces tudentprograms.com
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Regional Student Convention O v e r  1 4 0  a r e a s  O f  p a r t i c i p a t i O n

M u S I c

P L AT f O R M

E x h I b I T S

AT h L E T I c S A c A d E M I c S
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aceconnec t .com

enhancement in education

CONNECTION 
TO TECHNOLOGy
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a c c e l e r a t e d  c h r i s t i a n  e d u c a t i o n ®

REACHING THE wORLD 
fOR CHRIST . . .

ONE CHILD AT A TIME

On 6 continents,
in over 140 countries
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Accelerated Christian Education 
P.O. Box 2707 
Hendersonville, TN 37077-2707

acecurriculum

ACE School of TomorrowACE School of Tomorrow

@acecurriculum acecurriculum

over 1 million Children dAily in more thAn 140 Countries for 5 deCAdes


